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WHAT IS HOMAKER-HCELE HEALTH AIDE SERVICE?
hHomemaker-Htme Health Aide Service is an organized community
program provided through a public or voluntary non- profit
agency. _Qualified personshomemaker-home health aides
are employed, trained and assigned by thist agency ;to help
maintain, strengthen and safeguard the care of children and
the functioning of dependent, physically or emotionally ill
or handicapped children and 'adata in their own homes where
h0 responsible person is available for this purpose. The
appropriate professionaletaff of the agency establishes with
applicants their need for-the service, develops a suitable
plan to meet it, assigns and supervisea the homemaker-home
health aides and continually evaluates whether the help given
sesta the diagnosed need of its recipients. "1

WHAT IS A Hflk.NAKER?

pima

RA 'homemakers is a mature, specially trained woman with skills in.
homedaking, who is employed by a public or voluntary health or
welfere Agency' to help maintain and preserve family life that is
threatened with disruption by illness, death, ignorance, social
maladjustment, or other problems. A pleasant personality, physical
and mental well-being, experience, and training enable her to
assume full or partial responsibility for child or adult care, for
wwholesome atmosphere'in
household management, and for
the home. She does these things under the general supervision of a
social worker, nurse, or other appropriate professional person
connected-with the sponsoring agency. She exercises initiative aud
judgment in the performance of her Guties, recognizes the limits'of
her responsibility, works cooperatively with family members, and
shares her observations and problems with those responsible for the
homemaker'service program.'

1.

Standards for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services. National Ceuncil..for
Homemaker Servicea, 1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y., 10019. 196.'

This definition was agreed upon-by the sponeore orthe-1959 -Nationa
Conference on Homemaker Service held February 10-11, 1959, in Chicago,
Illinois.

S

INn.OLUCTION

Training women for Homemaker Service is an important function of every
agency that provides such services.

In the absence of any standard_method

for training, agencies have developed their own material with the assistance
of specialists and through exchanges of information with other homemaker
agencies.
In addition to the invaluable help from specialists in various fields,
we have relied heavily on our experience over the'-past seven years, and we

have planned the Manual in an effort to fulfill the homemakers' needs as
expressed, by those who have been with ur for all or part of that time.

,Our plan for training homemekerg before they are actually aeeigned is

to offer them some basic ideas andanformation, on which we can buildiater
while they are gaining practical experience under our supervision.

Of course,.

many of the eonCepts set forth in the Manual ,are already familiar to the
trainees.

We have tried to focus our material on what will be most meaningful

to them in their daily work as well as to give-kneights into the larger
problems of families -in trouble and advance the goals of homemaker service.

The Training Manual is designed with the expectagon that it can be used
with a single. new -employee or with a group as large as 15.

Informal discussions,

lectures, practice, and eamonstrations are methods of teaching thatemay be used.
ee

Supplementary aids that have proved helpful include films, case histories, andO

problem-setting questions.

We do not consider the Manual to be "finished" but think of it rather as
a working draft to be revised or expanded as the needs'of our service warrant,

The various chapters will be used by instructors as the basis for their
---diectresiongelitte-theetrainees.

At the close of each session, the 'trainees will

be given copies of chapters on the material scheduled for theelext session.
The trainees can use those chapters for reference, and more advanced material
1

can be added after later sessions.
We are indebted to many agencies and individuals for their contributions -

The working committee

to the development and presentation.of the hanual.

included consultants and other specialists in the fields of social work,

hoes economics, nutrition, and public health narsing, who served on sub
committees in those fields.
and energy to help us.

Despite their busy schedules they had the interest

They included staff members from the Children's Bureau

of the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; the D. C. Chapter
of the American lied Cross; the D. C. Board of Education; the D. C. Department

of Public Health; the President's Council on the Aging; and the Fairfax

Falls

Church Mental Health Clinic; as well as the former Director of Nursing
Service, American Red Cross, and a former member of the faculty of the School
of Social Work of the Catholic University of America.
In our own agency the staff of :SuperVisors and Homemakers and the Board

of Directors encouraged us and save us valuablaauggestions, which made this
C-

endeavor possible.

.1)

Hiss Patricia A. Gilroy, ACd
Executive Director
Homemaker Service of the
National Capital Area, Inc.

a
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SESSION

INTRODUCTION TO HOKEHAER SERVICE

I.

Our Agency:

A. qiistory of the Agenci--The Homemaker Service of the National-Capital Area,. Inc.

MRS forially established on November 7; 1957 when it was
incorporated under the.liwe of the District of Columbia.
This was the result of the work.and study of the Homemaker
Service Committee organized early IA 1956 .under the joint

,aponsorshipof the Health and Family and Child Welfare
Sections of the United Community Services of Washington,now known as the Health and Welfare Council of the
National Capital Area.

The Committee included . repreeenta-

tives from public and voluntary health and welfare agencies
and non-agency individuals representing a wide variety of
interests.

The extensive work of the Committee concluded

that homemaker service was an essential need in the community without-which there was a serious gap in basic

services to families and individuals. The report was,
unanimously accepted with the" recommendation that an
independent agency be established to provide-homemaker

services.

Immddiately after its incorporations a Hoard

of-Directors was elbdted by the incorporatores by-laws

were adapted and the Board began the organization of the ,
Agency.
,

This was effected in September 1958 when the

.

Agency began to provide service to the residents of the
metropolitan area.

1'161960s the Agency was accepted as a
,

financially participating member of the Health and Welfare
Council.
3

BIUrpoes
The purpose of the Agency if to maintain and strengthen
family life by providing homemaker' service to fan flies

with children, to the aged, to the ill and to the dis-

Throughprovieion slf,such services, children
can remain in their own homes during the temporary
illness or absence of the mother, elderly, 111, dieabled persons can be maintained in their own homes and
Assisted to maximal independent 'functioning, and individ.uale as well asyfamily members can be helped to improve

their skills in home management and child care.
O.

Service
The agency recruits, trains, and supervises mature,
responsible women to provide homemaker services to
families with children, the acutely or.chronically,ill,
and aged person.

These services are provided in ac.

D

A

cordance with accepted national standards.

Depending

upon the need., of the family or indiyAdual, services

tray include care and supervision of children'marketing,
planning and preparation of meals and special diets,

light cleaning, care of clothingsplanning expenditures,
rearranging, work areas for

and disabled, etc.

Al-

thaagh Homemakers do not give nureinikservice-they mayprevide certain personal care, aametimes referred'to as
home health aid, to ill or disabled persons who are under

medical or nursing supervision.

Homemakers may teach

adults andchddren better methods of home management
when families need and want it.

They also may assist

dioab1o0 persons tollevelop appropriate hem making skills
'19

within the limitations of their disability.
1.

Administration
The Agency is governed by a Board of Directors
consisting of-35 citizens of the metropolitan
area.

It is responsible for the- policies and

operation of the.agency and meets regulai

each month with the exception of July, August
and September.

Seven standing committees are

appointed by the President, such as Perionnel,
Finance, and Program and Service.

Special

Committees are appointed as.they are needed.
The Executive Director is appointed by the

Board and as the chief administrative °facer
of the Agency, is responsible for administering
the affairs of the Agency in accordance with the
policies and directions of the Board.

Supervision
Direct supervision of the Hememakers is given
by Homemaker Supervisors_ who are profeSsional4
trained caseworkers and by a Home Economist-

Nutritionist. When personal care is needed by
a patient, supervision octhat aspect of care
is provided by the appropriate medical personnels

following an initial evaluation by the attending
pbyeician or by a public health nurse.

J

In addition to supervisory responsibilities,
'the Homemaker Supervisor cooperates 'With

and/or coordinates the work of other agencies
and individuals in the case, obtains information
about cutrent needs of the family, evaluates the
effectiveness of the service, and provides
limited casework when it is needed and wanted

by thefamily.

Whenever-possible, referrals

are made to other community agencies for ongoing, more intensive_or specialized help.
3.

Referrals for Service
Requests for service are made by voltntary and
public agencies; doctors, hospital a, friends, or

relatives, or directly by the family.

Each

request is evaluated by an Intake Worker, a
professionally trained caseworker, who interviews the applicant or responsible member of the
family in order to determine whe0;er Homemaker
Service is apprprriate.

The problems and needs

of the family are evaluated and a plan developed
which includes defining the responsibilities of
the Homemaker and of other family members, hOurs
of service, probable length of time the Homemaker
will be needed, whether other health and welfare
resources'need to be called upon, and, if the*

family is being helped by another agency, its
plan and goals for the family.

When a health

problem is involved

a medical report and

recommendation is obtained from the attending
physician or hospital befnre service is.. initiated.

D. ,Relationshipwith the Health and Welfare Council and United Givers

Raker Service is a financially participating member of the
Health and Welfare Council of the National Capital Area, Inc.
The Council is the planning body for health and welfare services
It reviews programs, policies, standards and budgets of health
and welfare agencies.

All agencies are required to submit

regular and special, reports for review and approval.

The United

Givers Fund is the fund-raising arm Of the Council and has its
major campaign each Fall.

We are among the 1143 Agencies who

share in this; we receive between 30% and 40% of our annual
operating expenses from the U. G. F.
E.

Geographical area served.
The Agency serves residents of the District of Columbia,
Alexandria, Arlington, and Falls Church in Virginia, and
Montgoinery and Prince Georges Counties in Marylgid.

II.

Our Community:
A.

Relationshiplwith other Agencies
Hamema4er Service works closely with other public and voluntary
community health and,welfare agencies in providing service to
families.

It is considered an integral part of the community

plan to maintain family life during time of stress and to assist
others in the rehabilitation and care of the ill and aged.

With

the exception of supervision by members of the medical or nursing__
_ -

profession in the aspects of patient care that require personal
care or home health aid, contacts with other agencies are
initiated and maintained by the Supervisors and Executive

1

160,blib Agencies

moittribbt a Public Welfare, Health

Department.
2.

Voluntary Family Agencies e- American Red Cross, Family
and Child Services, Navy Relief, Jewish social Service

Agncy, Catholic Charities, etc.
3.

Vuluntary Health Agencies -- Visiting Nurse Association,

D. C. Cancer Society Washington Heart Association, etc.
Hospitals and Home Care Programs.

A LIeowing

A,

Seev ce -- Nationally and Internationally

History -- first Homemaker ServiCe program, was started in 1923 by
Jewish Social Service in Philadelphia.... "motherly women to act
as houaekeepers to help in homes in which the mother is temporarily
incapacitated in order to avoid placement in foster homes or
institutions'',

1937-39 With impetus from the U. S. Children's Bureau and with
funds from WFA, wemen were employed as Housekeeping Aids
to assist with the care of children. -At t'ee time WFA was
discontinued, 1941-2, there were 38,000 !iememakers throughout the U. S.

1933

National eemmittee on Hememaker Service (discontinued in
1963) was forked4-_____

1963

The NatiOnal Council for HoMeMakereServices was established:
To promote general understanding anTh-support of homemaker service;

To create a medium through which communities can have
access to the reservoir of existing knowledge, competence and experience;
To serve as a center of information and referral;
To spot eor conferences and seminars and foster corrununi-

cation and stimulate action, and
To promote the development of standards.
1901a

After fedeeal programs were discontinued, in 1941, a few
voluntary agencies continued with email services. In
the past 10 years there has been a renewed interest in
Homemaker Service and today it is the fastest - growing
New ways are constantly being
service in the country.
found for its use with the aging, the mentally ill, etc.

0

In August 1964 there were almost"500 Homemaker programa
in 46 States and Puerto Rico.
B.

The-U. S. Department of Health, Education,- and-Welfare-supporta and
encourages developkent thiough grants itr research and on -going
.pi.ojects.

C.

Homemaker Service in other countries
Scandinavian countries, etc.

9

Zngland,. Belgium, Australia;

SESSION II

v4
GULLS, ROLE OF THE HOKENAKER, AND TYPES Of SERVXCE
.1.

Goals of Homemaker Service 1.
A.

To keep the familyAogether.while the-natpral homemaker (usually the,
mother) is incapacitated, whether she is in or out of the home; and
to prevent family breakdown through separation and unnecessary places

ment of children;
B.

To enable elderly and ill persons-to remain in their own homes among
familiar surroundings.

C.

To lessen the burden of chronic illness - physically, mentally, _
emotionally, and economically.

D.

Td hasten the convalescence and to reduce the length of stay in
an institution by permittigf the patient to remain at home or to
return home sooner than be otherwise could.

Thii will free hospital

and nursing home beds for those who most need them.

For the family,

the-individUal, and the community, it will kilso'help offset the cost'
of expensive institutional care.

E. To enable the employed adult, usually the father, to continue on his
job.
F.

To teach adults and children better methods of home management, child
care, and self -care.

G. To facilit4ate a-medical and/or psychiatric-diagnostic and treatment

plane

E.

To assist-in determining,an 4ndividualis or aUmily's capacity-for
self- maintenance and to assist in developing whatever plans will best
serve the interests off'. the family and the community.

1.

The statement on goals of Hoiemaker Service is based 9n the reportof
the 1959 Conference on Homemaker Service. (U. S. Department -Of Health,
-Education and Welfare, PupliC Health Service: HomeMakerService in the
United States: Report on the 1959 Conference. Public Hialth Service
Publication 746. Washington, D.C.11.S. Government Printing Office, 1960.
-Pp. 5-10.)

Role .0i the aomemiker

A.

Homemakers may tie needed for families with children because of

Mental and/or physical illness of a family member, which prevents
the mother or mother-substitute from fulfilling responsibilities
-11) the home;

2. Alone, death, or desertion of a parent, which requires both
immediate and long-term planning by the family, and in sane eases
with the help of a family agency;
3.

-Inadequate parental functionin with the need for instruction in
child care and home management.

B.

1

rioinanakprs may be needed for ill and disabled persons-because
1.

The ill person needs some healp in caring for himself and his
home until he can manage alone or until he can be admitted to a
hospital or nursing home;

2.

The disabled person needs to be helped to furicTon .-ts inde-

pendently as possible within the limitations of his disability;
3.

Friends or relatives need temporary help and/or relief with the
care of the ill person:-

C.

Homemakers may be needed by elderly persons because 1.

The elderly person needs some help with his personal and house,

hold needs if he is to remain at home;
2.

Care is needed while longterm plans are being arranged by the
family or another agency;

3.

Friends or relatives need temporary relief and/or help with the
care of the aced person.

Fran what has been said thus far about the purpose of Homemaker Service
and the reasons why familiee need us, we can see that the Homemaker fills a
vitally important role with all of the families with whom she works.

12

Families

are usually under great stress when they ask for Homemaker Service and the
Homemaker's presence in the home should be reassuring to everyone - mother,

father, and children. Warmth, competence, and desire to be helpful are
essential for sucess.

Her personal interest and her skill in helping elderly

or ill persona help immeasurably to allay their loneliness and fears.

She

gives individual attention to each person in order that the services needed
Can be provided.
In addition to what a Homemaker brings to parents and childre:1 and to

elderly and ill persons, her observations, which she shares with her Supervisor, are equally important for successful service.

III.

Types of Services -- these will vary with each family.
A.

Household kanagement:
1.

Planning menus, buying food, and preparie

Perri rerv:Ing meals and

special diets;
21, 'Helping the .family plan their expenditures, manage their funds,
and sometimes' paying bills;
3.

Light cleaning of the home;

14.

Rearranging work areas and equipment so that

mother, particu-

larly if she iabandicapped, can manage more independently;
5.

Caring for clothing -- washing, ironing, mending, and when
permitted, buying clothing;
0

6.

Helping inexperienced, immature, elderly, or ill persons to plan
household routines and to budget time.

For Child Care
1.

Infant care -- bathing, preparing formulas, feeding, dressing;

2. Attending to health care -- personal cleanliness, special diets as
specified by-physician or nurse; accompanying children to medical

13

and dental appointments, etc.;
3.

Helping with homework, storytelling, games, reading;

4.

Escorting children to and from schools, playgrounds; supervising

play;
5.

Helping children to assume responsibility for their personal care
and for some of the regular household tasks in accordance with
their ages.

Fbr Adults
Many of the services listed above for child care and home manageMent
Will be needed by ill or aged adults.

In addition, personal care

services may be needed but these are to be given only upon the
recommendation and with the supervision of a public health' nurse.

Personal care services help a tick person to be physically and

emotionally poMfortable and as independent*

rP

They

may involve such things as assisting with a bath, assisting the
patient to get into and out of bed, shampooing hair, helping with

prescribed exercises, etc.

In all such cases, the Homemaker works

closely with the nUr$1,, the physician, and _her Agency Supervisors

and does only what is ordered.
home care team.

'Multi she is an integral part of the

She must keep careful-records ar.d must give complete

reports-to those reaponsible for the patient's care.

SESSION

ORKING WITH PEOPLE IN TROUBLE

It is not the aim at this session to teach anything new, but rather

to help us look at old things in a new way. We need to re-examine some:of

the things we have always taken for granted. When we begin to understand,
we see familiar things in a different way and bur feelings about them begin
change.

To work successfully with people, we need to understand something
about them and their problems:

We need to understand and respect.their.

_kind of family life.
I,

DIFFERENCES IN INDIVIDUALS AND MIMES
A.

ssIseeEacklisa unique individual -- each family is different.
1.

People may be emotional in tl%cir defense of their own way of
doir,6 things because to them it seems tho rirM lay.

B.' Everyone reacts differently to different people,
1.

Most people prefer to socialize with those who think and feel
as they do.

2.

Almost everyone has some areas of prejudice clrried over from

,

childhood -- certain notions that he has never stopped to
analyze.
C.

People have different ways of doing thins.
1.

Family and mationality"patterns are handed down from one
generation to the next -- "the way mother used to do itit

2.

D.

To be different does not necessarily mean to be worse, or better.

Differences occur in various ideas and attitudes:
1.

In values; in ways of cooking, keeping house; rearing children;
in the re:Le of the man in the family; in the relation of children
to pare its; in feelings toward aged grandparents in the family;

in care of the sick.
15

U.

THE HONEMAKER RESPECTS DIFFERENCES
A.'

In order to acce t .e..le ae the

are the Homemaker needs

1.

To look at herself to understand why she feels as she does;

2:,

To recogrize that many times one's feelings are based on

+to.

emotional reactions and not on facts;

To learn how to control haryrejudices;
aG

To respect people for what they are and to try to understand
their way of doing things.,,

Be

The importance of understanding how the family -feels about the
Homemaker:

1. The personality of the Homemaker has an effect on family members;
2. The family needs to feel comfortable with her;

3. If the mother is in a hospitaLor,nursing home she is worried
because she is separated from her family.

This may interferey

with her recovery.

4,Nhen-the mother is ill, or recuperating at home there may be
many problems.

Her reaction to her illness may show itself in

depression, fearfulness, or putting on a front; she may appear
to be self-centered and unconcerned about her family

She

may became overly dependent or overly demanding.
The Homemakerra efficiency and capability may he a real threat
to the mother's position in the family.

She may be jealous

of the Homemaker and the Homemaker's relationehip with other
family member,.

The obildremmay react to divided authoritj and, because they
arc worried, they may test both the mother and the Homemaker.
The father mey bacons overly dependent on the Homemaker or overly
grateful to her.

He has many =Tries about the family

He may be unable to handle theMand may go to pieces.
16'

tl

THE FAMILY IN STRESS
Stress brings many troublesome side-effects; discouragement

Egiietyjand di1upt.uxi
A.

t

fear,

11q.4.4221P4A121.21L32.

General effects of stress on the family pattern of living:
1.

Dietturbe.nce of routines;

Inadequate housekeeping;

When the trouble is illPess, physical rearrangement of the home
to accommodate the needs of the patient

often inconveniance

theotherlamily members;
Irregularity pf meals, without the usual attention to individual
tastes.
2.

is of reguJar income if the father or other employed member of
the family is ill;

Extra expenses for medical care;

Gradual disappearance of saving;
Indebtedness and inability to meet obligat!onnl
The need to turn to relatives or apply fca publko assistance;

A change in education plans for children.
3.

Generalized fear and apprehension:
Fear of the unknown and of change;
Concern, mingled with resentment aver eacrificeif, extra

responsibilities, stresses and anUieties;
Fatigue and irritability replacing hariorv.
4.

Interference with the plans, ambitions, and goals of various
Members of the femfly.

17

agl5riagfiectsofolonedilleasonthewthetient feels about

B.

himself:

1. When the father is the patient:
Loss of status as the head of the household, the strong person,
the authority;

Sense of inferiority and inadequacy on account of failure to
provide for the family;
2.

When the mother is the patient:

Change in rcatiOnships with husband and children;
Sense of uselessness if someone else (perhaps the Homemaker)
succeeds_ with the houbehold and the children;

Irritability, a demanding4attitude discontent;
3. When a grandparent or other aged member of the family is the
patient:

Fear of becoming an economic burden.
Feelings of self-pity -- of having outlived one's contemporaries
and one's usefulness.
C.

Individualized reactions
1.

Each patient reacts differently to illness, depending on:
The kind of person he is.
The nature of the illness.
The degree of incapacity entailed.
The kind of relationships he has.

2.

Each family will differ in its response to illness, according to:
The strength within the family.
Its stability as a unit.

The nature of the demands made upon it.

3.

What works with one patient- or family Will not hecessarily work

with another, even though their situations may appear similary

NikiChanere

D.
1.

The patient's condition and the faRily,situation may change
tram_time to time; poesibly requirings.

t-

T

Change in Homemaker's (schedule.

Change in her activities, with emphasis on onekind of
help as against another.
2.

R.

All changes are to be made through the Supervisor only.

§pecial needs of the disabled or handicapped patient
a
1. The patient should be encour
ed and helped to participate
*

constructively as an activa
2.

The patient should &pare in

her oft, the family group.

everyday problems of family
L?

life and assume as much re

nsibility as he is able to within

his limitations.
3.

The patient who feels Habit out", soon becomed disinterested and
withdrawn.

The Homemaker can help through Basking- his advica_

and through friendly sharing of newa.

t.)

.

SEESION IV

CHILDREN
FO

To be healthy and strong, children require good food and plenty of sleep,
exercise, and fresh air.

Children also have emotional needs:

love, acceptance',

security, protection, faith, guidance, and contrpl, as well as a growing degree
for independence.

As a child's security is usually deeply involved with his mother, withdrawal of hey attention, love, and care because of stress often causes
emotional outbursts by the child, as well as unpredictable behavior.

This

part of the picture thatrthe Homemaker should,understand as she enters the

hale*
This session will take up the relationships of the Homemaker to the
children of the family and will review the stages of child development

according to age leveli, as background information for the application of
practical methods of care.

I.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD
!luetricrinted material is available as to what to expeLtofstlildrenat
different age levels.

From the study of large groups, standards have

-1211midetothetneenformulatedaderstandiesicalhalowtld
skills 'social

o

ess- and intellec ual activities of the 'lavers. en

thild.
Dr. Spook's "Pocket Book of Baby and Child Care" is one of the most
popular books and will be found in many households.

It is extremely

useful for reference.

A finrc examples of child
for this session.

owth are included as

The instructor may wish

to

"Teaching

substitute others or

include additional illustrations as time permits.
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Points"

Ages 1 - 3

A.

Is curious about many things, especially those above eye level -climbs up on furniture,' pulls table covers.

Lifting him up

occasionally helps to satisfy curiosity.
B.

Puts practically everything into mouth.

Pins, buttons, and other

small objects should be,kept out of reach.
C.

Ismore "choosey" about food, don't fdrce foods he does not like.

D.

Becomes less hungry -- when the child loses interest'in eating,
assume he has had enough and remove food.

E.

Sobbing, screaming, biting, kicking are ways of "letting go".

F.

Fear may be caused by loud noise, a fall, an unexpected movement,
a clanging fire bell, a barking or jumping dog, a bad dream, etc.
0

Simple explanations that add to the child's knowledge are helpful

in preventing fear.
G.

Although-usually attracted' to other-children, be.may evidence
.shyness -and suspicion; sharing cannot be expected.

H.

He makes noise, pounds and bangs, likes to pile blocks, plays with
push and pull toys -- simple toys are best.

I.

In toilet training - don't force child or punish.

3.

Takes familiar toys to bed.

Ages 3

5

A. Runs errands, up and down stairs; this gtves feeling of importance.
.B.

Helps dress and undress himself.

C. Washes hands and face - with supervision.

play

may be substituted.

D.

Nap time is shortened -- period of quiet

E.

Likes to be with other children -- being silly with friends' is enjoyed.

F.

Imitates other children and parents.

G.

Is full of questions

What?
22

H.

Makes up little imaginative stories -- likes to hear favorite
stories over and over again.

Ages 5 - 9
A.

Enjoys group play, parties -- boys and girls play together.

B.

Teacher1s ideas and opinions are important to child.

C.

"Good" and "bad" behavior alternate rapidly.'

D.

Is interested in dressing and acting like his friends.

E.

Often argues about what he is expected to do.

F.

18 interested in differences between sexes -- modesty is evidenced.

,

G.- Interested in collections (stamps, etc.).
H.

Enjoys listening to radio and watching TV.

Ages 9 -12
A.

Is interested in special fields such as science, nature, mechanics,
radio, drama.

B.

;time of spontaneity of relations 4th adults may give place to
reticence, even hostility, shown by having secrets.

C.

Antagonism between sexes is noticeable.

D.

Weight may increase rapidly, especially in girls.

E.

Is interested in organized and competitive games.

F.

Enjoys teamwork and accepts fixed rules.

G.

Wants to earn money -- small earnings allow some independence in
spending.

Adolescence
A.

Growing capacity for thought and reasoning makes creative companionship with parents ever more desirable.

B.

Is self-conscious about, earning to perform new feats of physical

s141,1 -- may prefer to be spectator at games rather than particint.
23

9

CO

IS independent in choice of friends.

Do

Body changes cause uncertainty-and possibly embarrassment.

\)

20- lhotional outbursts may occur without apparent provocation.
P.

Interest focuses on oppoiite sex.

G.

Key factors in relationship with teenagers are patience, tolerances
and the ability to listen.

110

7T

Hio need for privacy and for withdrawing from family is normal.

SITUATIONS THAT IMINA bE ENCCUFTMED

some of th

situations t

t the Honienuz3ker mai have to deal with when

there aie childrenin the home are listed below.
A.

Children's fears because of the presence of a new person in the
household, etc.

00

The effect of separation (absence of a parent, hospitalization,
death)

Normal reactions to any separation are likely to be grief,
anxiety, and fear.

Hospitalization of a loved one is distressing and upsetting to all
members of a family.
Children may show their upset feelings by disturbed behavior.
Idhen death occurs, everyone should be permitted to express his grief
in his own way.

Awareness of difficulties for family in making necessary resulting
changes.
C.

it then routines.

Dv

Interrupted privileges.

2.

Rebellioh aginst the discipline routines of:
School attendance.

Retwning home after school.
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I.

Visiting friends.
Not talking back.

Deferring toparant:who is presenti

1. Temper tantrums.
G.

Confusion of authority.

H. listings

Refusal to eat.
Demands at unsuitable times or for special foods.
I.

Toilet training:
Change in habits.

Reversal to incontinence.

J. Resistance to nap and bedtime schedule.*
I. Resistance to bathing and dressing routines.
Same special problems of children from 2 to 5 yearns
Hurts other children.
Is destructive.
Uses bed language.

Won't share.
Still sucks` his tbueb.

Still wets.

H. Restlessness of mother (if in at home) and concern about the
children.

Have children consult b r for advice and suggestions
fool wanted.

asks her

Give her-small jobs to do if able, such as mending.

V. Economic changes with resultant insecurity
Illness of breadwinner soy requireonother to get a job or older
children to leave school.

25,
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III.

ROLE OF THE HCICHAKER

General information about how chikiren ma react and wa

ood relations and give constructive. care.

Homemaker can

,,,ir.._

A.

in which the

Develop
1.
2.

Fgalow, parents' directions on care of child.
,! Don't f9rce yourself upon child.
Create a friendly, ..interested Eilliosphere and the child will

usually come to you.
Children have a sense of "knowing" when you do not care for them.
3.

,Treat each child as an individual:

Respect his feelings, wishes, etc., as you would have yours
respected.
Be kind, sympathetic, and understanding--all persons react
favorably to these attitudes--children thrive on them.
4.

Speak softly and quietly, with a wellemodulated
invites friendship.

B.

Disci line constructitel

:odd discipline often makes .unishment

unnecessary.
1.

Don't play one,. child against the other -- this tends to create

dissension and jealousy.
2.

Emphasize each child's good points instead of bad ones.

3.

Don't compare children within the family, but accentuate
individual progress.

discipline with affection and love.

4.

U

5.

Use positive suggestions in working with children, such as
"Let's do this" -- avoid using Hilo and "Don't" as much
as possible.

6.

Understand that behavior reactions often occur without any
apparent reason.
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C.

Promote desirable behavior.
1.

gentleness and firmness help to establish self - discipline in
children.

2.

Use suggestions and requests instead of commands.

3.

E4planations and directions should be clear and simplebe aura
that the child understands what you want.

D.

Comfort the child who is hur152Lausk.
1.

An outstretched hand or touch, of a hand' often soothes
a disturbed or upset child -- insecure perhaps,because the mother
is away from home.

2.

A warm bath may relax and overly tired, fussy child.

E. Encouraguood health habits and cleanliness.
1.

Washing hands before meals.

2.

Bathing before bedtime or as necessary-- always teat water- never leave young children Alone in the bath.

F. ,Encoura e children to assume some re 'onsibilit' for themselves and
to participate in family cilores suitable to their age level.
1.

Pick up and put away their toys.
Dress themselves.

Hang up clothei, etc.
2.

Help with dishes.

Run errands.
3.

Remember that interest vanes in young children, after ayahort

time.
4.

G.

Don't overburden them.

Make a game out of work -use, imagination in *working with

Make mealtime a happy time.
1.

Encourage children to eat, but don't force them --like adults,

children have 'off" days when food isn't interesting.

3C)

Make food attractive, but serve plain, simple dishesi,
4

,

Encourage children to help plan and prepare *special

3.

treats ", such asPudding,for dessert, if old enough to dot so.
Use.common sense about "between -meal snacks " - -no harm if.right

kind of food is given:at a sensible hour.,

H. Recco ise that individual requirements foLsleea vary:
1.

F011oW sleeping habits established in family.

2.

Going to bed should be a happy, relaxing time.

3.

Respect child's ritual before bedtime.

4.

Don't overexcite child before nap time or bedtime.

Avoid stories that mightoVerstimulate child.
Avoid very active play.
childhood.
Encourage play - anrtofcldltur

A suitable place and materials that interest the child are

1.

important.
2.

J.

.

Participation with other children should be arranged.

.........E.Answr_emlikmultlitalie they are asked.

1.

Try to make your answer` simple, clear, and direct.

2.

Don't evade.

References
iJ

Your Child from One to Six, U. S.,Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
ants

----611171962

Your Child from Six to Twelve U. S. Department of Health, Education,,and Welfare,
en s

Pocket Book of Baby and 011.1A Carl, Dr. Benjamin Spook
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SESSION V

THE HOMEMAKBH.AND THE ELDERLY

The greatest eocio-medical phenomenon of today is our aging poPulation.

Some authorities say it will have greater impact on our world civilization than
the industrial revolution.

People are living longer than at any time before in

the history of the human race.

The medical sciences have extended the life span,

but society has not kept pace to make this a-positive experience for most very

old people. As life is extended, close human contacts become fewer, for loved
ones move away or die, physical and mental capacities 'decline, finances dwindle,

fears and loneliness increase.

Few persons over 65 are free from all of the

problems of the aging.

OUR AGING POPULATION
ak.

A.

Life expectancy
1.

Today, if a person lives to be 65 in reasonably good health,
he can expect 114 to 20 more yeara of life.
t

2.

Women outlive men by about 5 years.

3.

One person in 12 in our country is 65 or over row.

4.

It is extimated that by 1975there,will be as Many people 65,
and over in our population as persona 15 years and younger.

B.

The changing morbidity picture
1.

(heat progress has been made in the control of childhood
diseases (diphtheria, scarlet fever, polio, etc.).

2.

Infant mortality has been reduced.

3.

The medical Challenge of today and the future is chronic illness
(heart diseales.arthritis, cancer, etc.).
Chronic illness puts more people on

expense than

any other cause.
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relief at the taxPayeral

C. Chronic illness and aging,
1.

"Although the problems of chronic illness and those of aging
and the aged are not identical, the two areas overlap extensive,

ly.

Aging in itself does not necessarily imply chronic illness;

but most of the disablement, misery, and useleasneas of those
past the so-called prime of life are consequent to chronic,
progressive disease, and not to age alatie."-

{Edward J. Stieglitz, JAMA, Oct. 4, 1952)
2.

Reduced ability to get around without help, less acute hearing,
failing vision, make one feel and act infirri.

cane to moat people in their 8018 or 901s.

These changes

They may not be ill.

Their capacity to manage'alane is seriously restricted.
II.

WIN IS A PERSON "OLD"?
It cannot be definitely stated at what time in life people became

A.

old, for age is more a matter of physical and mental aging than it
is of chronology.

Tremendous variations exist--some people are

physically and mentally old at 35, others are young at 65.
Age 65 is a legal definition of "aged" for recipients of public
assistance.

An "aged widow" under the Old Age, Survivors.and

Disability Insurance may begin receiving benefits at age 62. A
retired person is eligible for full retirement benefits at age 65,
for reduced benefits at age 62.
.

Low-rent housing for the elderly

under public auspices-is available for persons of low income at age

62. A worker, in many lines, is "old" at 45.
B.

The words "aging" and "aged" should be clarified:

aging is a process

which begins with conception and ends with death., Aged means old.
But old age is relative; depending not only on the individual's
state of health, his feelings about himself and others, and his
interests, but also on fadtors outside of him - such as where and
30

how he lives, whether he has someone interested in him and
able to do things for him occasionally, and whether his incase
meets his needs.
III.

PREPARATION FOR AGING
The earlier in life a start is made in preparation for aging, the more
prodgetive the effort will be
Factors that lead to healthy aging:

A.

Proper nutrition.

B.

Prevention of chronic illness insofar as possible through
regular Medical examinations.

C.

Care and rehabilitation of the chronically sick or disabled.

D.

Mental hygiene, which includes an appropriate balance between
work and rest, exercise and play; and-a spiritual perspective:

IV.

BASIC NEEDS OF THE AGED
Many who have studied the needs of old people, as well as the needs of
society as a whole, believe that aged people should stay as long as,
possible in their own homes.

Even when chronically ill, they may do

well at have with help:.
Basic needs:

A.

A. quiet, cheerful place to live

B. - A nutritious diet.

4.

C.

Something to do that they like to do.

D.

Someone to care.

THE AGING PROCESS
A.

Physical
-

1.

General slowing up of the metabolic procieeee.

2.

Rheumatism (mild joint deterioration).

3.

Slower reflexes.

33.

4.

Poor circulation (cold feet and hands).

5.

Change in eye muscle accommodation, and visual defects,
such as those caused by glaucoma or cataracts.

6.

Hearing loss.

1.

Skin changes (drier and lime sensitive).

B.

Balance less secure.

9.

Loss of teeth.

10:

Circulatory changes `(thickening of artery walls)

pneumonia -- proneness).
11.

Tired heart muscles (exertion affects breathing, heart
beat, etc.).

B. Mental
1.

Changes in brain tissue due to changes in circulLtion.

2.

Blood vessel spasms.

3.

Memory ivies.

1.

Irritability due to arteriosclerotic changes (hardening
of arteries).

C.

Fmotippal
1.

Sense of inadequacy, due in part to loss of importance to

anyone, lack of routine, inability to adjust to reduced income,
strain of trying to carry on former activities such as getting
out to evening affairs, or doing physical work for several hours
without fatigue.
No longer needed in job, or by family.

Associates have died.

. Physical adking up.
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2.

Fear of future:

Threat of having to leave home.
Inability to accept change.
Lack of motivations

No driving force to accomplish things.
4.

Need for status; of being a person of atature to self as well

as to ahem
VI.

HCMEMAKER SERVICE

Comes into the picture at the point of special need and:maybe given
full-time or part-time, temporarily-or on an indefinite basis.
A.

Temporary - in acute illness or a temporary crisis created 1331' a

chronic illness, or by the abbence of the member of the family who
usually carries responsibility for the aged person.
B.- Indefinite - an elderly person is awaiting admission to a -1.1.45idg

home, a hospital, or other institution; or a person or cuu7le wishes
to remain at home but is not able to maintain the home alone.
C.

Long-term - in chronic illness where the patient is not expected to

recover but the time-of change to nursing care or institutionalization is not prediatable.

VII.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF A HOKEMAKER
A.

Physical factors of special importance ftv the elderly:
1.

Safety:

Remember poor balance, slowed up reflexes.

Hazards include light cords, scatter rugs, untied ehre laces,
inadequate lighting, gas bdrners, matches, emoking in bed,
waxed linoleum, etc.
2.

Steps-can be saved the older person by having a small bag or
basket tofhold such articles as eye glasses, tissues, sewing,
books, etc.
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d

Because of poor circulation the house or room may need to be
warmer than yoU'prefer; older persons need to wear more
clothing to keep warm; drafts should be avoided by use of
indirect ventilation.
Skin care -- frequent bathing of older people may cause

excessive dryness of the skin with ensdineitching and
discomfort.

The use of an inexpensive lotion, such as baby

oil, daily on feet, legs, arms, neck, even the trunk, reduces
itching and adds greatly to comfort.
The heart--avoid undue exercise or hurry., Older people are

slow in their movements and thoughtA they must not be hurried,
especially in the morning when it takes them longer to "get
going".

Promote in the client the habit of standing our' with
hand on chair or other support, for a minute or

two after

rising from bed or chair, to prevent dizziness and possible fan,
6.

A comfortable chair, with support for back of head, a table near

by to hold glasses, pencil, notepaper, and other frequently
needed articles, and big encitigh for a glass of milk or a snack,

adds comfort and independence.

Some people want a foot rest of

some kind, which can be improvised.
7.

Encourage changes in position often. ,Help the older person to
go to the bathroom, or to the table for meals rather thdn bringr,
ing things to him, as long as possible.
than dress him,

Help him dress, rather

Unless we use our bodies and minds as fully as

possible, we lose mental and physical capacities.
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B. Nut!.1.tioalstents

41,

Proper food eaten regularly can hot only build up the person'
Ifteictily, but helps torbuild a better spirit and drive awaY,
depression.
2.

Older iepplei living alone, may skip proper meals until they
are weak,. dizzy, fearful.

3.

Oftenserying the main meal in the Middle of the day, rather
than at night, is the answer.

4.

Sometimes several small meals a day are better than one or two
large onesei

5.

Soft foods may'be indicated, if the teeth are poor, to prevent
indigestion from improper chewing.

C. LL=,fayttultr4entaldeterioratiornemorcmfuitozaqiirritabili
1.

Avoid accepting gifts; the donor may forget he gave them away
and think sam4one stole them. (A Homemaker is not permitted to
accept may gift from the family she is serving.)

2.

Overlook confused statements and irritability; agree and avoid
arguments.

3.

Often going along with his train of thought will calm the
elderly person and give a feeling of friendliness.

4.
D.

Be willing to listen to "ofttold tales".

Emotional Needs
1.

The Homemaker is perhaps "the person who cares" -- the only
person to give T-L C (tender loving care).

2.

Often the Homemaker is in the delicate position of helping
people who are physically and emotionally dependent upon her,

but who need to retain whatever capacity they have for oaring
for themselves.
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3.

Never show *patience with slowneis.
Accept the patterns already established by years of habit; be
careful in introducing something new.

Usually there is diffi-

culty in accepting change.
5.

The older person is often shy.
of his infirmities.

He may be painfully conscious

Respect privacy; knock on a closed door
-

before entering.
6.

Respect'human dignity--no one wants to be bossed or jocularly
addressed as ItGranny" or uPoP'.

7.

Do not disturb personal effects without permission, such as
stacks of magazines, papers, boxes.

out, if anything.

Be careful what you throw

Remember as we get older our ideas change as

to what is orderly and neat and important to us.
8.

Many elderly persons are childlike.

Because of the changes

that occur with growing older, it is hard to please the older

person completely or for more than a brief period of time.
Homemaker must feel satisfied if she has done her best.

The

It can

be frustrating and discouraging to be with older people long.
But it can also be the most rewarding job if,the Homemaker
really likes the older person, respects him, and finds some fun
in the job,
E.

Determining _and expanding interests

Many elderly people need to be encouraged to become interested
in other things--reading, knitting

' watching.

The

Homemaker can be very helpful in i ,n-ing out their interests

or introducing possible interests anA activities.
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SESSION VI

THE HOMEMAKER AND THE CARE OF THE SICK
Foreword:

The goals of Homemaker Service for families in which there is a sick
or disabled person are essentially the same as with other persons and families:

to maintain a family during illness or incapacity and/or to strengthen the
family's capacity to maintain itself.

For the ill person, the Homemaker may be

asked to perform certain personal care services in addition, to her regular

homemaking responsibilities.

It is important to Stress that the professional

responsibility for the care of a sick person rests with the attending physician
and to such other persons as he may determine necessary for the well-being of
the patient.

Because the Homemaker is not licensed to practice nuraing, she

carries only such responsibility as has been delegated to her by the attending
physician 'and /or the professional nurse.

The Homemaker does not replace the

services of the nurse but by working in close relationship, performimperadail
care services based on an individual evaluation of the patient's total health
needs, she makes a most valuable contribution to the care and comfort of sick

persons and the relief of overburdened family members.
Before the Homemaker assists with giving personal care to a sick person,
the Agency will arrange for a Public Health Nurse to evaluate the needs of the
patient and determine with the Agency what care can be given to a particular
patient by the Homemaker.

The responsibility of the Homemaker may be different

with different patients and may shift according to changes in patient's con-

dition. When there is a chronically ill or aged person in the home, the duties
delegated will depend upon the-condition and situation of the patient and the
capabilities of the individual Homemaker.

The training in nureing skills

offered in the area of patient care will give confidence to the Homemaker and
provide for the safety of the patient.
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The Public Health Nurse in cooperation with the attending physician will
be responsible for the continuing supervision of the patient's care and the
activity of the Homemaker 4n1 relation to the patient.

If an emergenv arises

the Holmwlher must call the responsible Public Health Nurse or her

supervisor

and then the Agency for assistance.
The goals of the Homemaker-In giving personal care to sick persons
to help provide and maintain .normal bodily and emotional comfort; to assist the

patient to help himself and encourage him toward independent living; and to
naintain functioning in the activities of daily living.

As a co-worker with the

professional nurse, the Homemaker carries out the tasks and activities apsignod
to her as part of the total plan to assist the patient to regain and mairtain
the highest level of activity possible for him.

Well-trained Homemakers euickly

gain the confidence of the physician, the patient, and%the family, -who may wish

the Homemaker to give more care to the patient than has been delegated

her

and agreed upon with the supervising Publip Health Nurse and the Agewy.
cases of such requests, the Homemaker must carefully explain her respeibilitios
and refer the request to the supervising- Dublit Health Nurse and the Agency
superviSor

Aection of Instructors:
This section of the Homemaker training should be given by a Public Health
horse mho has had training and experience in teaching.
instructors ie the local had Cross-Chapter.

A good resource for

Other resources could be from the

faculties of the.)Schools of Nursing, the Public Health Department or the Visiting

hares Association

frain4g SeCtioh

Personal Care or 'Health Aid Services:

Personal cars

en by the Homemaker in the home, for persons who are ill

and/or disabled-and for infants are thepervices required to help provide and
maintain normal bodily arid emotional comfort and to assist the patient toward
independent living.

This section of the Homemakers' training includes demon-

stration, pi7actice, and discussion and is approximately 10 (ten) hours in length:
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COURSE CONTENT

Instructor Reference

See Foreword

A.

See Agency's "Adminiatrative Guidelines for
Personal Care inHamomaker Servicel
Instructor's Guide
'Tare of Sick and
Injured," American Red
Cross, 7th Bd.'1963.

B.
p. 814-92

Student Reference

Role of the Homemaker in
Personal Care.

Red,Cross
Text Book 7th Ed.
1963

1.

Limits of Responsibilities.

2.

Supervision.

3.

Importance of emotional support
and encouragement to the patient
to do as much as possible for
himself.

4.

Recognition of emotional changes
during illness.

p. 132-133

Keeping Patient Clean and Comfortable.
1.

p. 103-108 & 111-113

p. 94-95

.

Giving or assisting patient with
bed bath.

p. 211-217

Changing the bed linen on an
occupied ar unoccupied bed.

p. 230-232

3.

Care of the mouth in rinsing,
brushing teeth, cleaning dentures. p. 219-221

4.

Safe disposal of waste and making'
paper bags. Handwashing, apron,
avoiding spread of disease.

C. Observation of Symptoms and Recording them:
p. 31-34

1. Taking and recording temperature.

p. 186-193

p. 36-44

2. Observation of eymptams.

p. 41-43

See Forew-rd

3. Notification of changes in
patient to Supervising Nurse.
D.

P. 58-70

Patient Activities:
1,

Importance of change in position,

2.

Prevention of bed sores.

p. 141-143
201

p. 113-118

3.

Back rub and., care of skin.

4.

Moving patient in_bed.

5.

Helping.patient in and out of bed.p. 243-244

6.

Helping patient ,to dress.
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p. 200-211

p. 239-2141

&

4

B.

p. 80-83

Bowel and Bladder Needs:
1.
2.
.

Giving and removing bedpan.

p. 138-141

Assisting patient to commode and
bathroom.

p. 194-196

3., Care of equipment.

F. Medication:
1. Responsibility and liability
with regard to giving medicine.

p. 1264.28

p. 286

2.

Helping the patient follow doctor's
orders re medication.

3.

Safe storage of medications.

4. Obtaining medicine from pharmacy.
p. 17-19

G.

Feeding Patient:

P. 37-40
p. 26-36

1.

Feeding bed patient.

2.

Preparing food trays.

3.

Preparation of special diets upon
p. 29-36
instruction.
,

H.' Special and Occasional Care:

p. 222-224

1.

Care and shampoo of hair,

2.

Arranging for shaving male patients.

3.

Cate of fingernails.

4.

Care of feet and toenails.

p. 132-133

5.

Giving hot-water bottle.

p. 261-262

p. 1140

6.

Reinforcing dressings.

p. 150

"Strike Back at Stroke"
PUS-Dept. HEW

7.

Helping patient with prescribed
exercises.

p. 138-236

p. 91s

a.

Helping patient to use orthopedic
°appliances.

9.

Accompanying patient to clinic,
doctor's office or on walks.

Ito

p. 255-257

I,

R. C. Inst. Wide

J.

EmotionalAspects in the Care of
Patients with Terminal.Illness:
1.

The patient.

2.

The family.

3.

The Homemaker.

Care of Infants:

Mother c Baby Care

1. Responsibility of adults for safety
of children.:,

p. 102404

P 303-307

P. 72-79

2.

Bathing and dressing baby.

p 38

3.

Diapering baby and caring for
diapers.

____p. 303-307

p. 24-25

4.

Handling the baby.

p. 298-303

P. 39-40

5.

Formula preparation.

p. 307

p. 40-41

6.

Feeding and burping baby
(breast and bottle).

p. 308
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SESSION VII

THE HOMEMAKER AND MENTAL HEALTH

Good mental health is evidenced by theiindividualla ability to meet

people, face and handle problems,-accept responsibility, and live effectively
and satisfactorily with others.
Understanding the basic concepts of good mental health will enable the
Homemaker to be helpful and useful to the people she serves.

Her presence in

the home can bring friendly understanding and warmth to those who might be
isolated by age or disability.

Because Homemaker Service represents the

-community's
interest in the well-being of its residents,, the Homemaker frequent.,
ly acts eel a liaison person between the home and the outside world.

Her

interest in the individual and family frequently can strengthen their ability
to meet and handle stress situations in daily living.
A disturbance, in the.person's way of life, particularly in his emotional

attitudes, IA the fundamental cause of menial illnesi.

This type of illness has

been stigmatized tough the ages and there is still a great deal of fear and
lack of understanding about it.

Mental iilnewle an 41nesa like any other

but has symptoms different

from those to which we are accustomed, such as pain, fever, and nausea.

Both

physical and mental breakdowns are misfortunes, bat there is no reason to
regard one as any greater than the other.

There should be no more stigma

attached to a disordered mind than to disordered digestion or circulation.
I.

CONCEPTS IN MENTAL HEALTH
The explosii,io growth of neteknowledge in the field of medicine has

chiniecithe outlook toward the individual with emotional problems.
A.

Conceptions:
1.

The concept of illness' has broadened.

Rigid lines between

mental health and mental illness are nolboger accepted.
Everyone reacts in one way or another to the intensive
_*

pressures of daily living, but in different degrees.
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3.

When the situation in which the individual finds himself
becomes too painful to face, he May tend to "run away" and
withdraw from the real world he lives in.
to anyone at any age.

This can happen

For example, the loss of a loved one

through death or desertion May be more of an emotional
deprivation than an individual can adjust to without help,
whether child or adult.
14.

Loneliness or the loss of the all-important sense of being
needed and loved may result in a marked change of the whole
personality.

5.

Mental health is affected by the degree of positive or negative
reaction the individual experiences in time of etreee. When
emotional needs or problems get too much out of balance, the

individual may behave or react inunusual ways.

Satetimes such

reactive behavior may be hzirmfUl to the individual himself or

to others.
6.

New concepts in treatment (out-patient

'community - oriented,

o

early detection of symptoms, limited community resources, etc.).
B.

II.

Misconceptions:
1.

Fears - raving maniac, can never get better, possessed by devil.

2.

Unfit for employment.

DIFFERENCES IN INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS'
Unusual behavior is not necessarily'. an indication of mental illness:

Each person reacts in an individual way.
A.

Some people deny their unhappiness or sense of lops by behaving as
though the problem did not exist.

Their emotional reactions may be

contrary to what one would expect in a given situation; i.e., the
individual may act elated or overjoyed, when in reality he feels
Prief or Badness.

This "running away" may be temporary, or it may

result in a long-term illness.
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B.

Frequently +ilk individual isolated in the home because of age or

illness develops rigid patterns or does things in a det way.

These

peculiarities may take on too great importance in the eyes of the.
observer; childish behavior, selfishness, violent dislikes against

people or things, belief that "people are against me", or an

outright expression orb-etre&
Co

Everyone has experienced emotional depression or et5appointment
at some time.

Some people become so depressed and Athdrawn that

they verge on becoming mentally ill.
D.

When unusual behavior is Uncontrolled, and evaluation by the
physician is needed to determine the degree of mental disturbance.

III.

THE ROLE OF THE HONEMAKER

A.

First-hand observations are transmitted to the Su

rvisor-of the

4

Homemaker Service to assure appropriate cattlmatjmen.
1.

The most important contribution of the Homemaker, when she hie
noticed unusual or markedly changed behavior, ie to share her
Observations with the SuperVisor of the Homamiker Service.

The

Superviscr tranemits this information to the pereonle physiciaL.
2.

Obeervations supplied by the Homemaker Service are valuable to
the physician, whose responsibility it is to evaluate the extent

of illness and to plan for care and treatment, poesibly including psychiatric study.
B.

The Homemaker's acceptance can help the patient who has been die -

char ed to his home after treatment in a mental hospital.
1.

Mental patients are people so sensitive that they may have
retreated into an unreal world rather than endure the hurts of
life.

Restored to reality they still need understanding,

kindnessj acceptance, and constructive sympathy to help them
maintain their self-confidence and enable them to shoulder
their responsibilities once more.

2:

By understanding that the patient is a human being in trouble,
the Homemaker can help him gradually to assume his normal place
in the family unit through patience, kindness, and efficient
conduct of her. duties.

As she does not attempt to diagnose.or

treat the physically ill person, so s

recognizes the same

limitations toward the emotionally dist rbed person.
3.

The Homemaker should follow carefully all recommendations made
by the mental hospital as to medications and care.

Ng:Lasted Teaching
1.

Field visit to St. Elizabeth's Hospital

2.

Psychodrama - role of Homemaker with mentally ill persona

3.

Films

h.

Case discussions illustrating types of cases and role of Agency
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SESSION VIII
THE HOMEMAKER -- NUTRITION' AND HCME MANAGEMENT,

TABLE OF CONTENTS
INTROLUCTiON

Part I
,Part II
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Part VI
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The Science of Nutrition

Meal Planning
,Sample Meal Plan
Marketing Tip:

Storihg Food Safely

When You Cook
Special Needs and Problems
Housekeeping Duties

Introduction

This part of the manual tells you how to go about your job and help your
11

familiea with the skills of daily household routines.

.While helping a person or a family, it may be necessary to teach kitchen
routine and housekeeping techniques needed to carry on normal living.

You may

be teaching the patient, or the well members of the family, whether young or
adult.

One way to do this is with a written plan.
number.

The advaltages are four in

It:

EnabIes the individual.or family member to know what tasks must be
be done each day.
2.

wives the family some feeling of mastery over the problem of housekeeping.

3.

Removes much of the nervous strain that can come from confusion and
_indecision.

Tends to lessen the fear and anxiety that come from inability to
meet situations as they arise.

Carefully prepared written plans soon become part of a family's everyday
life.

They are something to work by,yet are adjustable to a variety of daily

situations and demands.

Use can be made of the numerous pamphlets on nutrition meal planning,
and care of the home that are available at little or no cost from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.0, Some of these you have already received.
Eat a Good Breakfast to Start a Good Day (I, 26t3)

Essentials of an Adequate Diet (HERR #3)
Family iearb (a 1)

Family rood Plana and Food Costs (HERB #20)
Food and Your Weight (G 7h)
Food for Families with School Children (G 13)
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Food Guide for Older Folks Oa 17)

Improving Teen-Age Nutrition (1959

Title)

Nutrition -- Up to Date, Up to You (GS
Family Meals at Low Cost (PA 472)

Honey- Saving Main Dishes (0 43)
How to `Prevent and Remove Hilda; (C} 66)

Removing Stains fray Fabrics (0 62)
Visual aids are also available.
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Part

The Science of Nutrition

Why Good Food?

.zz

The science of nourishing the body properly is a simple definition of
nutrition.

Good nutrition provides for the body's growth, maintenance, and

repair.

Food does three jobs for a person at any age.
1.

Food furnishes energy to the body.

Carbohydrates, found in starchim

and sugars, are a form of body fuel.. They furnish a large proportion of the energy requtired to maintain the body at normal
temperature, and help the body do its daily work.;

Fats are another

form of body fuel.
4

'2.

Food helps build and repair tissues.

Proteins, found in meat, egg

white, milk; arid- cheese, help to band and repair muscle tissue.

Ninerals like calcium and iron are necessary for bone growth, and
water is an important part of almost all tissues.

All -re needed

for the upkeep"of the tissues, and extra amounts are n-,-aired fair

the growth period.
3.

Food sustains regulators that enable the body to use other materials

Vitamins do important work, together

for efficient body function.

with minerals and proteins.-
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Part II

Meal Flanning

One of the Homemaker's most challenging probleme is the need fav planning meals that are healthful and satisfying.

t.t the same time, the meals

should be-colorful, inexpensive, and easy to prepare.
If the mother is unable to make the food plans herself, the Homemaker
should discuss the plans with her or -with other members of the family.

In

planning meals, follow the family's basic food patterns as closely as popsible.
Respect the family food customs and religious practices, and their nationality

and geographic food customs. Try to understand that an adequate diet may be
When changes are necessary

provided by many different combinations of food.

in existing patterns to achieve a nutritionally adequate diet, introduce them
slowly, with maximum respect foe family likes and dislikes and income lira,*

tations.

The Homemaker must ',ear in mind the family food budget.

Shl must

watch not only what she buys, but where and'when.

A nourishing diet can be achieved on the basis of a low-coat food plan
or on a moderate or a liberal one; but obviously it takes mme carefc: planning
to have an adequate diet when the income is low.

The meals than v.'67i. also be

less- varied.

Moderate and liberal budgets can provide far more variety in the daily
diet.

Larger amounts of meat, eggs, fruits, and vegetables can be bought.
If food costs suet be cut down it is usually necessary to reduce the

qUantities of meat, poultry, and filth as well as bf the more expensive vege,

tables and fruits.

To substitute for these items without sacrificing the

necessary daily food requirements means more use of dried beans, peas, potatoes,
cereals, and cheese.
In either case, try not to change the quantities of milk or `milk

products, dark green and deep yellow vegetables, and tomatoes and citrus fruits.

t)

Meals should be planned several days in advance.

That saves shopping

time because marketing lists made from menus mean fewer store visits.

When

planning menus, include` alternate choices to allow for availability, quality,
and price.

Try new items when usual foods are scarce and expensive.

Remember

that the cost of food can be reduced by buying it in as large quantities as
practical.

Comparing prices in more than one store may save pennies.

Planning allows for less Monotonous, better balanced meals since there

is time to check for variety and daily requirements. Members of the family will
take more interest in the rood served if given a chance:to help in meal planning.
Use contrast in food colors, flavors, and textures.
crisp food can brighten eye appeal and improve the appetite.
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Part III

Sample Neal Plan

Yrult,

Cei'eal and milk

Exead and butter

Milk or cocoa for children
Coffee for adults
Dirancar

Neat or substitute

potato
Cooked green or,yeIlow vegetable

Simple pudding or fruit

Milk for children
Coffee or tea for adults

Lulach cr21PES
Egg or cheese dish
or
Milk bloop-

er

Salad with meat or egg
or

Vegetable plate with cube- of cheese

tread andbutter
Simple pudding or fruit
Milk for cobildren

Coffee or tea for adults
o

The above basic general menu plan is a good place to start when planning

tla weekly menu,
't>

several general headings have been used and perhaps need

e2T:LariatiE9r1:
o

Droit - may be fresh, canned or frozen, whole or juice.

U. Cereal- may be cold or hot.
3. Neat - mby be any meat,' fish, or poultry.
53

t&. hest substitute - may be cheese, eggtorldried bean dish.
5. Simple pudding - may be custard, tapioca or cornstarch 'variety.
/0

6. Milk soup - may be chowder or milk based soup.
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Part IV
i

1

Marketing Tips

As was already noted with good plattrtin.;; and prudent shopping even a

low income normally permits a nutrition.: diet.

expensive for more expensiv

food

1T

The key is substitution of less

te same eutritional value.

The following

fourteen suggettions should ielp:
1.

Buy for cash

It Is more economical, and saves in the Jong rut4t.

2. ampLarrial advertis;-6 in the usespaper or ir elore windows.
Most storss have "spec&aIs° price

suggest best bvs.

iow reeula,o levels.

These

Don't be tempted, however, by what appears to

be a "good buy" un an item beyond your price range

(steak when you

should be buying hamburger.
3.

tt is usually cheaper to buy staples and plain ingredients rather
than proceased ux ready-mixed foods.

For example, buy a head of

cabbage rather than a package of cole slaw, plain macaroni and
plain cheese rather than a pack3Eed mix, potatoes end mayonnaise
rather than potato salad.

However, there witi be tines then the

saving in time or th. lsci of use for leftovers or of a place to
store' them makea it worth while to tuy such labor-saving foods.
4.

tyinvar2A1112 as large as is practical.

Don't buy more than

you can store adequately and use in a Ieasonable time.
5.

Lioulodsthoarturip...x. Seasons don't mean as much
as they did a few years ago, but many items still have relatively

large seasonal increases in supplies and therefore reductions in
price.

Foods, particularly fresh fruits and vegetables, are

cheaper and better at their seasonal peaks.
6.

Buying meat requires consideration of quality, cut, and particularly
the amount of waste.

The amount of inedible bone, fat, and gristle

is an important factor in buying beef, pork, lamb and veal.

Short

ribs of beef may cost less per pound than hamburger, but yield only
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one-third or one half aamapy -servings per pound. -Think in terms
of cost per serving rather than cost per pound.

Lower gradea of

meat have less fat and often offer more for your money.

Consider

the more inexpensive_ cuts of meat; flank, neck, shin, chuck, heart,
liver, and kidney.

Skillfully cooked, these are delicious and

offer excellent nutritional value.

Remember that you can "stretch"

meat .flavor by using small quantities in casserole dishes with such
"extenders" as vegetables, potatoes, macaroni, and rice.
7.

Chicken as a good buy.

Chicken is now one of the better meat buys.
With a very few exceptions,

A few years ago it was a luxury.

today's fryerjsaan all-purpose bird that can be prepared by most
cooking methods.

It is also the best bargain in buying chicken.

A few pennies, can be saved by purchasing a chicken whole rather

than cut up.

Parts not used in the main dish, such as the neck,

back, gizzard, and liver, make excellent broth or gravy, and the
meat from these parts can be,used in casserole dishes.
8.

Fresh fish a budget-stretcher.

Inquire about the varieties of fish

available in plentiful supoly at the time of shopping. Whole fish
are cheaper than steaks or fillets.- Remember, as with buying meat,

think in terms of price per serving rather than price per pound.
You will find there is little or no waste in a flail steak or fillet.
On the other hand; if you are preparing a fish chowder, use can be
mad a of the head and other parts.

This may be your best buy.

And

perhaps most important of all, be sure what you buy is fresh and

has been properly stores and refrierated.

9. 2412141..seivanioric9zenfoods. In canned

foods, you

often use second or "utility" quality when you are buying for use
in stews and casseroles.

Reserve your purchases of top quality

vegetables "as is" or ireplain cooked dishes.

Avoid nationally

advertised brands and buy the cheaper, but usually as good, brands

under supermarket labeling.

Compare carefully the cost per

-serving when choosing ameng fresh, calmed, and frozen forms of the
same food.

For example a pound of fresh peae in the pod will make

only about two half-cup servings, but a regular-size package of
frozen peas will serve three or four.

When buying frozen food, be sure That you are buying is frozen
solid and has no evidence of having been thawed; refreezing lessens
the quality of frozen food.

10. pailsimmkudems -- the B and C grades are good for uses where
appearance and delicate flavor are not of main importance -- baked
dishes, custards, - cakes, sauces, and salad dressings.

Top quality

eggs are used when they are to be served,poached, fried, or soft

cooked. In the late summer and fall it is usually cheaper to buy
medium or small eggs rather than the large ones, but you will Want
to inquire into the price per ounce before making this decision.
For the most economical buying) large eggs must weigh 24 ounces per
dozen; medium, 21 ounces; and small, 18 ounces.

11. Mi3..._1ges--ytcanbebouhtinmanforileonebestforthe
family. Whole fresh milk is cheaper when bought at carry-home

sternum supermarkets than when delivered to the home., Evaporated
milk.jke cheaper than fresh milk and is equivalentinnutritive value.

Evaporated it can be substituted for any use to which milk is put,
e but it.is particularly useful for cooking.

Instant nonfat dry milk

is even cheaper and can be used for mankpurposes.

This form is

easilyereconstituted and is palatable when well chilled.
be added to many dishes to improve their food value.

It can

It lacks the

butterfat content of whole milk, but can be safely used by the whole
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family if tha rest of the diet includes sufficient butter or
fortified margarine.

Instant nonfat dry milk is an excellent food

for a weight-reducing diet.
12.

Fresh fruits and vegetables in season are usually cheaper than

the same item canned.

However, this is'not always true, so

compare fresh and canned as a purchase by our standard rule, price
per serving.

Apparent freshness and eye-appeal are as good a

criterion as any in selecting vegetables.

Consider also the

possibility of buying slightly damaged or bruised produce that has
been reduced in price for quick sale;-if you can use it promptly,
it may be a good buy.
13.

Even bread and cereal offer a choice.

Loaves of bread are generally

the best buy, rather than rolls or crackers.

Consider whether you

prices.
can use day-old bread, which is usually sold at reduced

Cereals that require cooking, such as oatmeal, are cheaper per
serving than ready-to-eat dry cereals.

6elect the quick-cooking

varieties for maximum convenience and economy.

Be sure to buy

enriched bread, and vary your routine with whole-wheat or other
dark varieties from time to time.
114.

Butter or oleomargarine? Margarine that, .is fortified is nutritionally a good substitute for butter and yet may cost less than half
as much.

Use it where you can if your budget is important.

Remember you can use left-over drippings for a variety of cooking
this
purposes, so save beef and bacon fat if you want to make
saving too.
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Part V
Storing Food Safely

tilitlyiElaht It is necessary to keep those foods cold, so store them
in the refrigerator at 300 to b000 F.

Poultry, fish, and fresh meat such as roasts, chops, and steaks should
be allowed some air.

Loosen any tight coverings. Cover the food again loosely,

(and use within a few days.
Ground fresh meat and variety meats, especially liver and brains, spoil
more quickly than others.

Store loosely wrapped; cook within 1 to 2 days for

best flavor.
Cured and smoked meats, such as ham, frankfurters, bacon, and sausage,

smoked or unamoked, may be kept tightly wrapped while it is stored in the
refrigerator.

They keep longer than fresh meats, although bacon and sausage

are likely to change flavor.

-

Keep cooked meat; poultry, fish, broth, and gravies covered and in the
refrigerator.

Use within a feW days.

Ems. Eggs retain quality sell if they are refrigerated. An egg carton or
covered container helps prevent loss of moisture through the porous shell.

Eggs

should be stored small end down to keep the yolk centered.
Fresh fruits and vegetables.

For best eating, moat. fruits and vegetables should

be used fresh from the garden or orchard.

But if they must be held a few days,

follow the storage guide below.

It is often best to let certain underripe products ripen before putting
them into the refrigerator.

If fresh and sound, avocados, peaches, pears, plums,

and tomatoes will ripen in the open air at room temperature.
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Storage Guide
Keep refrigerated arid covered:
Asparagus,,,

Beats
Beans, snap or wax
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots

Parsnips
Peas shelled

Cauliflower
Celery
Corn, husked
Cucumbers

PepArs, green
Radishes
Turnips

'Greens

Onions, green

Keep refrigerated, uncovered:

Peas, in pod
Plums
Tomatoes

Corn, in husks
Grapes
Nectarines
Peaches
Pears

Apples (mellow)
Apricots
Avocados
Berries
Cnerries

Keep at room temperature or slightly coolerrt6Q0 to 70° F.)
Rutabagas
squash
Sweetpotatoes

Melons
Usions, dry
Oranges
Pineapples
Potatoes

Apples (hard)
Bananas
Grapefruit
Lemons
Limes

Corn stays fresh longer if not husked, but whether husked or unhusked, it
loses its suect flavor and becomes starchy very rapidly.
less with the tops removed.
budding.

Potatoes

Carrots and beets wilt

-ould be stored in a dark place to prevent

To keep berries in best condition, pick them over and store them unr.

washed in the refrigerator. Watch berries for mold.
Fats and oils.

Refrigerate lard, butter, margarine, drippings, and rendered fats,

and opened containers of salad oils.

Hydrogenated fats (certain shortenings sold

under brand names such as'Spry, Crisco, Swiftning) can be kept at room bemPerature.
keep all covered.
Opened jars of salad dressing should be kept in the refrigerator for finest
To retain salad dressing's smooth texture keep it from freezing.

flavor.

Canned foods. Store in dry place at room temperature, preferably not above 700 F.
Frozen foods.

Keep in freezing unit of refrigerator for not more than one week;

for longer storage keep in a freezer at 0° F.
quality.
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Refreezing after thawing lowers

Dried Foods. 'Store dried fruits in tightly closed containers at room
temperature, preferably not above 400 F.

In warm, humid weather, move them to

the refrigerator.
Store dried eggs in unopened packages in a cool place (not over 55° F.),

preferably in the refrigerator. After opening, keep in tightly covered can or
jar in refrigerator.

Instant dry whole milk does not keep as well as instant nonfat dry milk

because of its butterfat content. After the container has been opened, instant
dry whole milk should be stored, tightly covered, in the refrigerator.
Store instant nonfat dry milk in a closed container at room temperature

(preferably not above 75° F.). After reconstituting dry milk refrigerate it
at you would fresh fluid milk.
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Part VI

When you Cook
Have recipes ready.

It's easier to get variety into meals when recipes are

So keep your favorite recipes where they remind you quickly that there

handy.

is more than one way to combine, cook, and. season fodd.

try something new now and again.

And, by all means,

The Washington newspapers often have excellent

suggestions on foods in season and how to prepare them in new and different ways.
Avoid a last-minute rush.

Preparing mealS is less_hurried and tiring when some

of the food is partly or fully prepared in advance.

You are following through

effectively when you cook by up-to-date methods that keep vitamins and minerals
from being lost.

Use leftovers to advantage.
well planned save time

Nobody likes too many leftovers, but they can if

r.ti money. hang nutritious casserole dishes

and desserts make good use of leftovers.
for whole eggs in many recipes.
French toast.

For example, egg yolks can substitute

If bread is a bit dry, it is just right far

Other leftovers have a way of adding food value or a fresh new

touch; bits of leftover fruit in muffins, leftover vegetables in an omelet,
and scraps of meat in a macaroni dish are just a few examples.
well covered in a bold place and use them up promptly.

Store leftovers

To put variety into a

later meal using leftovers is often better than serving the food the same way
again.

Conserve fuel by using these_hints:

1. When food has started to boil, it will continue to cook if the heat. is
turned very low.
2.

Cook foods only t,nder; overcooking wastes fuel and may destroy

the attractiveness and food value of the dish.
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3.

One-dish meals can save time and tael.0

4.

When'using the oven, plan double or triple ease dr its
a meat loaf, for example, you can b&e..e potatoes an

Starting with

a cake with little

or no extra fuel cost.
5.

A one -burn portable oven is often very eatisfactory for baring.

6.

If you are preparing small qUantities, Sri

cock in both the top

and the bottom of a double boiler, pudding in .the top hale, for

example, and carrots in the bottom.
7.

While serving some raw fruit and vegtables each day for good nutrition,
you can also save fuel.

Making Do With The Equipment You Find.
You will not always find the kitchen equipeont that you are accustomed °1n
or that may ideally be needed.

Don't be discouraged, because with even a single-

' burner electric hot-plate or a small gas unit, balanced, varied, and nourishing
meala can be prepared with a little know-how on the part of the Newsmaker.
Preparing a one -dish meal is a good way of solving the problem.

Into a

single pot go both the vegetables and the meat or other protein food for a
nourishing main dish.

Examples are. Irish lamb stew, braised liver or pot roast

with vegetables, beef stew, braised short-ribs with vegetables, ham-and-vegetable or fish chowder, and New England boiled dinner, and there are many more.

Add a raw vegetable or a crisp salad, bread and butter, a beverage, and perhaps
fruit or a simple dessert to round out the meal, and it would be a credit to
any kitchen.

Wheil time permit, a series of dishes can be prepared on one burner and
kept hot until serving time. A cast -iron for cast - aluminum frying pan or kettle

with a tight-fitting lid is good for keeping one dish hot while another.is
cooking.

For example,.you might first prepare a dessert that requires cooking

but can be served cold, such as a simple pudding or stewed fruit.

Ground meat

could then be cooked in a frying pan to be combined with, let's say, leftover
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macaroni and canned tomato sauce for a main dish.

This should be set aside,

tightly covered, while frozen green beans are being quickly cooked.

Finally,

the coffee, tea, or cocoa can be made while the meal is being served.
In dealing with insufficient cooking facilities, a double boiler is a help.

Many dishes stay warm and appetizing over the hot water*
handled in this way while frozen peas are being cooked.

Creamed eggs can be
Or a "double-boiler

meal", say fish chowder, can be completed with a salad or a raw vegetable such
as sliced tomatoes or cucumbers.

Part VII
Special Needs and Problems

3.

When the Mother is 1U or Absent
Keep to the family's usual routined, particularly the meal hours.
and prolonged illness

an easily upset family-schedules.

Crises

Eating together

and sharing the experiences of the day is A, means of maintaining family

ties, particularly during tiest of stress.

Have the mother or other ill

family Member eat with the family if at all possible.

family members to share thee

Encourage other

and responsibility for meal preparation.

Working together" lightens burdens and gives comfort to others.
II.

Children have different growth rates and food_reqairements.

Preschool Children
A.

Children are imitators and keen observers.

It is well known that

children are likely to develop a wholesepie attitude toward food if
idarents and other family members set a good example.

Start good habits

early for the sake of health and happiness.
B.

Serve uncomplicated foods, finger foods,,and nourishing desserts, such
as simple pudding.

C.

Never forcsa child to eat.

Give children small servings; a heaping plate may be discouraging.

It's

better for a child to form the habit of cleaning his plate and asking for

a second helping if he wants it.
D.

Introduce a new food to a young child in sample tastes, and at the

start of a meal when he is most hungry.

If he doesn't like it at

first, don't force the matter but tty again another day.

A happy,

tension-free mood at mealtime contributes to the enjoyment of eating.

The School Child
A.

Good food habits need tote encouraged at every age level.

For example,'

/e

youngsters frequently gt

about eating a good breakfast.

sure they get up in time to sit at the table and eat a nourishing,
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Make

relaxed breakfapt.
A.

Their- day will be better for it.

All food should be chewed thoroughly, not washed down halfchc:wed
with milk.

This part of digestion takes place in the mouth.

B.

Stick tt a meal schedule, even daring vacations.

C.

Nourishing between-meal'snacks have a place with active young people,
and help to allay the craving for sweets, ice cream cones, and the

like:

1.hile a moderate amount of sweets is not harmful, most boys z-nd

will eat more of this sort of foci than is good for them if meals
are not sufficiently satisfying.

Nibbling can be a bad habit because

it destroys the appetite for needed mealtime foods.
D.

Adolescents grow rapidly and need generous amounts of nourishing, food
,to meet the demands of growth, activity, and,various changes going on
in the body.

An adequate diet protects teeth, and

k,:;ep., up r'xictsr.c

to infection.
E.

Learn to expect erratic food habits in adolescence.' Scolding may not
be of much value in dealing, with fussy food habits 'at any stage.

-

Lunches preparLd at home for school children to tae to school can be

attractive, aipetizing, and economical.

Lunches should be planned ahead

And should include some of the food esaGntials ne-eaea every day.

It is

easier to prepare the luncaes a d to m3he best use or loftovers if you
include'lunohes in the Neal plans for the week.
III.

The Elderly
A.

The elderly continue to need nourishing toous even though they may not
have strong appetite:;.

They way have developed faddy food habits or

become addicted to-"wonder diets".

Beware of these tendencies to over,

emphasize some foods and to ignore others that are important.
Fears of acid mouth, sour stomach, or nausea often deter elderly

people from eating a proper variety of food.

Such complaints are often .

signs that better food habits are needed, food that is more varied, not
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less so©

Cheese, for'example, isnit harcito digest when eaten as

part uf a meal, but the stomach may object to cheese eaten after
a heavy meal.
YV°

tosl-nrA
An overweight person needs to eat three balanced meals a day; starvation
is not the answer to extra pounds, but reduction of normal caloric intake

J

is needed,

11 probably require chanitain both the kindvand quantity

This

of t cid consumed.

Focos are neeoed each day from the following groups:

kink and cheese.

Skim milk, fresh or lnstant,dry, butter Milk, yoghurt,

awl cheeses made from Skim milk, such as Cottage cheese, are lower in
----=

calories than other types of milk and cheese.

Heat', pouitryde!7s. Fat should be triMmed from meat, and all
fo.os should he prepared and served with a minimum of grease or fat.

No

rich sauces ®r gravies.

Vepetable
plain -

and fruits.

Serve a variety, includin3 potatoes, but serve them

egetubies without cream sauces or butter, fruit without cream or

vdcae.
LS Cad and cereal..

e all amountso

Whole-grained and enriched kinds should be served in

They are more nutritious and contain no more calories than

plain white breads, and cereals that have not been enriched.
AVOID Alga - OnL( iIE RI,ODS such as the fat on meat, cooking fat, salad oil,

fried foods, gravies and rich sauces, nuts, pastries, cakes, cookies, rich
desserts, candies, jellies, and jams, and alcoholic and sugar-sweetened beverages.
WFa
WATCH

T

AMU-1M UP FOOD E4TEN. Small servings mean fewer calories.

Some

peopio find it test to make a hard and fast rule against eating between meals.
Others find it easiest to reduce their total intake by eating more frequently.
A piece of fruit, raw carrots or celery , or perhaps,a simple dessert saved from

a meal nano good snacks when the aim is reducing weight.

And remember that

not ht reduction does not call for loss of variety; a good variety offers a_

body's minimum needs than
person a better chance that he will be meeting the

does limiting himself to just a few.
If underweight, a person needs three balanced meals daily, just as people
:lilt to these meals you can freely add the extras shunned by

overweiOt so.

the weight reoucers; gravies and desserts,
serves.

salad dressing, and jams and pre-

Large servirk,s and seconds at meals can be taken also, choice of

between-meal snacks, provided the snacks don't interfere with regular meals
by reducing the apl_etite unduly.

Gookiw for the Invalfi
Good food is even morr . noessary in illness than in health.

Three main

factors should be considered in planning food for an invalid; the orders given
by the doctor, the likes
limitations of the family.

dislikes of the patient, and the budgetary
It will be easier, of course, if the patient can

be served food as much like the family diet as possible.
Appetites often lag during illness, just when a nourishing diet is se
important.

Here are a few hints on how to maRe food attractive to the invalid

all it takes is a little time, thought, and but little additional money;
A.

Small servings are best, just as they are fug small children.

B.

fit &e the tray attractive.

greenery,

Use a gay napkin, a flower or a piece of

small items of colorful china, such as in ividual creamer and

sugar bout.

Give a bit of thought to garnishing the food.

Papr-ha, a sprig of parsley,

a wedge of lemon, or a spponfol of hrieht-oolored jelly will often do the
trick.
D.

Serve het food hot and cold, food cold.

Warming the chinaware before

serving hot foods is a thoughtful touch that helps.

Use the oven or hold

the dishes under Lot water for a tilOillerit to warm them.
Follow the doctor's orders about food for the sick person.

If a special diet

is called for, follow it etrictly; it is an important part of the medical
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routine and is important to the recovery of the patient.

Liquid diets

are sometimes specified, and ttese will probably include fruit juices,
cream soups, milkshakes, eggnogs, and Clear soups and broths.

A "soft diet"

will include those liquids plus well-cooked cereals, soft-cooked eggs,
milk toast, custards, and ice cream.

Most convalescents will have a

normal diet, but for them be mire to remember the two basic rules -small servings and attractive service.

0
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Part VIII
Housekeeping Duties

"Order is Heaven's first law."
It is one thing for a woman to run her own home efficiently, quite

another thing for her to assume responsibility for homemaking services in
the homes of others.
Homemakers will work in up-to-date houses with modern equipment, and

in very poor dwellings of only one or two rooms with very primitive equipment.

Homemakers must learn to adapt their knowledge and experience to new

situations making do, for example, with unfamiliar equipment or with insuf
ficient equipment.
The Homemaker will often be both the manager who plans the work and

the worker ehe carries out the plans.

Homemakers should plan housework

schedules, to fit the family's existing daily, weekly, and in some ceees,

monthly routines.

When there is much to do, the Homemaker recognizes

priorities in the case of the individual family.
The plan should be flexible enough so that it can be adjusted to meet
unexpected interruptions, delays, demands, and still remain a reliable guide.

TA en possibletsks should be divided, so that family members will
carry a fair share of responsibility.

The Homemaker should try to work amicably and harmoniously with every
member of the family.

If she can handle emeteonal entanglements without a

display of feeling and take things as they come, she will be most effective.

The training course will provide the prospective Homemaker with a
broad knowledge of household techniques.

It should help to develop new

skills, new work habits, and, particularly, new attitudes towards homemaking tasks.
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II.

Routine Tasks
There are chores.that must be Dome daily, weekly, monthly and seasonally
for every family.

How to do them and when to do them varies with each

family, and must be done according to their usual procedure.

Any new

innovations, cleaning products, or equipment must be carefully suggested.
Not everyone agrees on the best cleanser, the most adequate detergent,
or the most efficient vacuum cleaner.
Normally, chores that must be done daily are the following:

washing

dishes, making beds, packing lunches, planning meals, preparing lunch and
dinner, tidying tire kitchen, emptying the trash and garbage, and attending
to personal laundry.

Chores that need to be done twice a week are:

grocery mopping,

sweeping floors, dusting furniture, washing bathroom fixtures, laundering,
and ironing.

Once a week jobs usually are:

changing bed linen, dusting floors,

vacuuming rugs, scrubbing kitchen and bathroom floors, and defrosting and
cleaning the refrigerator.
To do- these routine chores efficiently, the Homemaker should evaluate

the hone situation on her first day so that a daily routine can be establisheC
The Homemaker should notice what equipment is availabre, the supplies of
cleaning materials on hand, and in general, what are the most important
tasks to be completed first.

If the mother is present in the home and

well enough to communicate, the Homemaker must take her directions from
her.

IT, however, the mother is too ill or absent, then and only then,

in* the Homemaker go about her chores accoroing to the Homemakerls own
method and routine.
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e)

Use available cleaning supplies ecognomically.

When additional cleaning

and household supplies are neeeed, choose standard, proven products rather
than expensive new items.

Aerosol Cans, for example, are always more

expensive that the same que'llity of the product in an ordinary tin or bottle.

Eousehold ammonia is a good cleaning agent when diluted with water accord..
ing to directions on the container.

.

It is excellent for winoows,ovens,

and many other uses, and it is very inexpeasive.

Washing soda (sal soda)

can be used ,4eekly on drains.

Dishwashing is one of the most time-consuming tasks of the Homemaker
and the one most frequently repeated.
be done as efficiently as possible.

Cecause of its monotony, it should

If the dishwashing technique used in

the home is slow or not sufficiently careful inguard against insanitary conditions, the Homemaker should tactfully attempt to change the methods employe
Dishwashing is a good task for family participation

perhaps a chart

could be established assigning the task to family members, to be followed
whether or not the Homew-ker is present.
The Homemaker will do a limited amount of washing, ironing, and mending
of necessary clothing for the patient 3Jr7d tue family.

She will plait for

having the heavy laundry done at a iaundr6Ilat or a commercial laundry.

If

equipment is available in the home, she may be able to interest a family

member in taking over this

responsibility.

Occasionally it may be necessary for the, Homemaker to shop for new
clqthirgg for family members, for exmple, when chilciren are returning to
school in the fail.

Before undertaking this responsibility, she should

consult the parents as to their buying reabits, preferences, and budget

limitations.

And when out shopping for the family, she should not be

influenced unduly by the whims of the children; her obligation in this

matter is to the parents.
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III.

Be Prepared for Emergencies
It is a good ieea for the Homemaker, shortly after arriving in a new
home, to assemble a list of data that may be needed in case of emergencies.
These include not only the telephone numbers for the doctor, the druggests
the police, the fire department, the rescue squad, and the husband's phone

at work, but also such things about the house as the location of the fuse box, the thermostat, the cut-off valve for the water system, and perhaps

other things which she will need to know not only in dealing with daily
routines, but for the unexpected as well.
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APPENDIX

What Dc-Vie Eat And Why?

I.

What do we eat?
We group the foods we eat, and this is a major part of a food plan or
budget.

In the daily food plan, general groupings are listed.

However,

more groupings are included to list all types of food that a housewife
needs to provide nutritionally adequate meals for her family.
The foods that have similar nutritional value or place in the menu are
grouped together.

Foods in each group provide about the same nutrients,

but not in the same awunts.
A.

link Ctseam.
Milk - fresh fluid, whole and skin, evaporated, dry, buttermilk, is our
leading source of calcuim; provides high quality protein, riboflavin,
vitamin A, and many other vitamins ard menerals.
To substitute cheese for milk would require 1 pound cheddar-type
for 3 quarts of milk; 4 ounce package rif cream cheese for one-forth cup

of mirk; 12 ounce container of cottage che6se for one cup milk; 1 quart
of ice cteam for 1 pint of milk.

These foods may be used as alternates

for part of the milk.
13-

heat, Poultry, Fish; Eggs; Dry Beans, Peas and Nuts.
heat, poultry, and fish are ih,portane, primarily for their high quality

protein.

Foods in this group also provide iron, thiamine, riboflavin,

and niacin.

Liver is a good source of vitamin A as well.

Eggs are a source of 444 quality protein, iron, vitamin A,
riboflavin, and vitamin D, in addition to some calcuim and thiamine.
Dry beans, peas, and nuts contain protein tnat is good but of lower
quality than the milk,

eat, and egg groups; they also flattish some

calcium, iron, thiamin, riboflavin and niacin.
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C.

Grain Products
iiihole grain products, or those enriched with added vitamins and

minerals or restored to whole grain value, provide significant amounts
of iron, thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin.

Foods in this group also

proVide protein and calories.
Included in this group are:

bread and other baked goods made with

flour or meal from any grain; cereals to be cooked and ready-to-eat
cereals; rich, barley, hominy, noodles, and macaroni.
D.

Citrus fruit, tomatoes
Citrus fruits are mainstay sources of Vitamin C.

This group

includes grapefruit, lemons, limes, oranges, tangerines, and tomatoes.
E.

Dark-green and deep yellow vegetables
These vegetables are rich in Vitamin A.

They also provide worth

whiJe amounts of rriborlavin, niacin, and some calcium.

Broccoli,

some of thi dark4green leafy vegetables, and sweet potatoea offer
Vitamin C as well.
This group includes:

broccoli, chard, collards, kale, spinach,

,

other dark greens, green peppers, carrots, pumpan, yellow wun.w.
and sweet potatoes.
F.

Potatoes
Potatoes contain a number of nutrients.

Because of the quantities

in which they are eaten, they can becowe quite important as a source
of vitamin C.
0.

Other vegetables and fruits
Other vegetables and fruits help toward a good diet, with small
quantities of several vitamins and minerals.

However, they should

not be substituted for fruits and vegetables in the groups rich in
vitamins A and C.

Some of the vegetables and fruits in this group are

asparagus, beets, bruesel aprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, celery, corn,
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cucumbers, green lima beans, snap beans, lettuce, okra, onions, peas,
rutabagas, sauerkraut, summer squash, turnips, apples, bananas, berries,
and dates.
H.

Fats and Oils

Butter and margarine are rich sources of Vitamin A.
provide essential fatty acids.

Vegetable oils

All fats ftrnish many calories, so it

is suggesteL; that some table fat be used daily, and other fats and oils

as needed in food preparation.

Included in this group in addition to butter and margarine are
mayonnaise, 'salad dressing, salad and cooking oils, fat drippings, lard
and other shortenings.
I.

Sugars and sweets
Sugars, syrups, and other sweets are useful mainly for the calories
trey provide for body energy.

Use of sugar should be in cooking and at the table.

This group

includes any kind of sugar; granulated (beet or cane), confectioners,

brown, and maple; molasses or any kind of syrup or honey, jams, jellies,
and preserves; candies.
II.

Why da we eat?
People hov_ always known they must eat to live; children to grow
normally and adults to keep strong.
hunger and carry

hut food can do more than satisfy

psychological and social values.

Hodern scierter shows

that all of us can add years to our life and i;fe to our years iftwe eat
a nutritionally adequate diet.
A. Protein:
1.

Helps build and repair all tissues.

2.

Helps form antibodies to fight infection.

3.

Supplies food energy.
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B.

Fat
1.

Supplies a large amount of food energy in asmall amount of food.
Supplies essential fatty acids.

C.

D.

Carbohydrate
1.

Supplies food energy.

2.

Helps the body use other nutrients.

Vitamin A
1.

Helps keep the skin and mucus membranes healthy and resistant to
infection.

2.

E.

Frotects against night blindness.

Thiamine or Vitamin El
1. For a normal appetite and digestion.
2.

For a healthy nervous system.

J. Helps change substances in food into energy for work and heat.
F.

riboflavin or Vitamin B,
1.

Helps the cello use oxygen.

2.

Helps keep vision clear.

3.

For s-o th skin; without scaling around mouth and nose, or cracking
at the corners of the mouth.

G

H.

Niacin
1.

Functions in tissue respiration

2.

Helps break sugar down to produce energy.

Ascorbin Acid or Vitamin C
1.

Helps cement body cells together and to strengthn the walls of

0

the blood vessels.
2.

Helps resist infection.

3.

Helps in healing.
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Vitamin D.

J.

1.

Helps build bones and teeth.

?..

Helps blood to clot.

3.

Helps the muscles and nerves react normally.

Iron
1.

Helps to combine with protein to make hemoglobin, the red substance
in the blood that carries oxygen to the cells.
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Safety in the Home

In 1960, there were 26,500 deaths from home accidents.
includes all age groups.

This figure

How can such accidents be avoided?

As the Homewaker goes about her daily chores, there is ample opportunity

to observe and check the rooms for possible hazards, and to take steps to
eliminate them.
Listed are some of the most coalition hazards, and how to correct them.
1.

Keep knives, sharp objects, and scissors in special holders or
some secure place.

2.

Store matches in a tihtly closed metal container.

3.

Discard cracked or chipped enamelware pots and Pans.

1.

Discard plates that are cracked as dirt may collect.

5.

Check handles of kettles and skillets to be sure they are securely
attached.

6.

Examine electrical appliances far frayed wires and loess connections=
and have repaired.

7.

Do not keep household cleaners and detergents under the kitchen
sink if there are small youngsters around.

Keep these items in

storage areas out of reach.
8.

Read all labels carefully.

In the event that a child swallows a

commoh cleaning compound, there is usually an antidote on the label.
Always_ keep the phone number of the poison control center nearest

you near the telephone.
9.

Keep all drugs in a high storage area.

Discard all prescription

drugs not being used.
10.

Check all toys for sharp edges, and discard anything that a small
child can take apart and possibly swallow.

11.

Disarm and store in a locked storage apace all guns and knives,
:whether war souvenirs or hunting equipment.
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12.

See that all areas are properly lighted, and keep a supply of new
lightbulbs on hand.

13.

Keep"a flashligIrt, with a good battery on hand in. case of a sudden

power failure.
14.

See that fuse box contains extra fuses of the correct sise.

15.

Never use a penny as a substitute for a new fuse.

16.

Never substitute larger capacity fuses for appliance circuits;
such as 20 ampere for the regultx 15 ampere sits.

17.

Discard accumulated rubbish, such as oily rags.

18.

Check the conditions of the floors.

Tiles and rugs should be

"repaired if they show signs of loosening and wear.

Small rugs

should be on nonekid mats ar have skidproof backing.
')

19.

Waxed floors can be a hazard.

Follow the manufacturers instructions

carefully when applying wax, either paste or ligUld.
20.

Do not use an oiled mop. Oil softens wax, which blames weary and
can cause falls.

21. While working in the hone, don't tarry, and take a break when you
feel tired.

22.

Wear good fitting shoes with low heels.

23.

Test theitemFerature of the hot waxer frpu the faucet befozeyou put
your hands in it.

24.

Dispose of broken

glass in a separate paper bag, and sweep up the

floor carefully if broken glass has landed on the floor.
25. Be careful of aerosol cans.

Do not puncture or th.?ow in fire.

dryclean clothes or household items indoors, - unless windows

and doors are open.
27.

Don't put articles containing foam rubber in an automatic dryer because

heat will remain in them for a long time.
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28.=±-Donft-colleet sctioles at the top Cr hottest of stairs, to carry
v4) or down when convenient. --Tou_nay ituobl.* over then and fall,

Use a stop-stool or laddor to roach high places.
itessabor to always think about thii safe VW of doing siosething; this is your
*obligation to the family you are 'serving, and, to your own family as wall.
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The Policies and Procedures of the Agency are to
be followed .by all Homemakers.

They are m

t

to!6ip

you carryout the functi'ons of.the Agency and form the
basis of your development and advancement within Homemaker
Service.

12/72
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I.

The Homemaker on the Job
A.

CONFIDENTIALITY is a part of the professional responsibility that
all of us share.

Talk to NO ONE outside the Agency Staff about the

affairs of the clients or families we serve.

This includes other

Homemakers.

B.

ADHERE TO DETAILS OF ASSIGNMENT:

No changes in hours or duties are to be made by the Homemaker.
family requests changes, ask them to telephone the Agency.

If

If Home-

maker believes a change in hours'or duties would be better for the
family, she should talk it over with her Supervisor.
C.

REPORTS TO SUPERVISOR should be made at least once each.week and more
often if indicated.
I.

Some of the situations to report:

Important happenings or changes in family situation:
Mother returns or is admitted to hospital unexpectedly;
Father loses his job or doesn't go to work;
Children are 111,or not going tb school;
No one islet home or no one answers door;
An accident occurs;

Mother or other_family member sleeps an undue amount;
Excessive drinking in home;
Serious shortage of food or clothing;
Serious disagreement among family members;
2.

If you have an accident on the job or become ill and unable to go

N
to work, inform Supervisor.
3.

If you are more than 15 minutes Late, telephone Supe'rvisor,Tio
report, and tell why.
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D.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
I.

Wear COMPLETE uniform at all times:

clean uniform with bow in

position; identifying patch sewn to upper pocket; clean,
heeled oxford type shoes; stockings.

low-.

When uniforms/ buttons

or bows need to be replaced, ask your Supervisor.
2.

Be well groomed at all times:

clean uniform; neatly arranged

hair or wig; short, conservatively manicured nails; appropriate,
comfortable shoes.
3.

Aprons provided by the Agency are to be worn only for special
tasks on assignments.

4.

ONLY these are to be worn with the uniform.

Following are not a part of the uniform and should not be worn
on assignment:

Tennis shoes, sandals, house slippers, etc;
Hats or aprons made of uniform material;
Hair curlers, clips, etc.;
Excessive _jewelry;

Heavy make-up and perfume;
5.

Use handbag large enough to carry notebook, pencil, soap, towefj,
needle and thread and other personal articles.

E.

6.

A wrist watch is convenient.

7.

If you need glasses for reading, they should be kept with you.

MONEY MATTERS
I.

Homemaker Ls` responsible for her own belongings on the job and

should avoid carrying large amounts of money.

Pin bills inside

pocket.
2.

Carry several dimes for emergency telephone calls.
for wrong numbers,'etc.
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Be prepared

T-Itcfriemaker----ts-not-permi--ttecrto GIVE or ACCEPT money-, -clothing or

gifts of any kind from and member of a family served.
4.

Homemaker is not permitted to make any loan to the family.
Report any such request to Supervisor.

5.

If Homemaker has received special instructions from the

Supervisor to use her money, receipt should be obtained for
reimbursement.
6.

Homemaker is not permitted to sell anything to a family or to
solicit a sale.

7.

Always obtain receipts for expenditures made for the family
with their money.

F.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
I. :Take your own lunch.

Do not eat a family's food although

you may eat yours with them.
2.

You may smoke if smoking is acceptable to family.

3. Hntroduce y urself to adults and children as Miss or
Address adult

from Homemaker Service.

Mrs.

members of the family in the same manner.
4.

When answering the telephone, say:

speaking."

residence, Homemaker
5.

"This is the 'Jones'

DO NOT GIVE family members'your own or your supervisOr's
personal address or telephone number.
.

b.

Do not invite a member of the family to your home.

7. -Do not leave any personal belongings in a home overnight.
8.

Do not make personal telephone calls to or from the family's
home.

9.

Make no telephone calls or visits to.a family outside the
.0
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assigned hours of service except with specific approVal of your
supervisor.
10.

Make no telephone calls or visits to a family after termination
of Homemaker Service.

.

You are not permitted to discuss personal problems or promote
your religious or political

12.

beliefs with family members.

You are not permitted to administer corporal punishment to
any child.

13.

With the approval of Supervisor, you are permitted to take
children and adults away from their homes for such purposes
as shopping, attending clinic or to playground.

14.

You are not permitted to drive a client's car or transport
family members in your car without specific permission of your
Supervisor.

15.

Never leave children in the home alone.

If the father or

other responsibile adult is not there at the end of your
working day, remain until the responsible adult arrives and

report your action to your Supervisor.
. 16.

As a Homemaker, you are not permitted to serve members of your
own family, neighbors o- friends.

If you are given such an

assignment tell the Supervisor of your relationship to the client.
17.

The decision to terminate service to a family is almost as
important as the decision to accept the case.

on how and when to terminate it rests with

The decision

he Agency and

depends on medical recommendations, reports from
and the wishes of the family.

Homemaker,

According to the circumstances,

-the termination may take place gradually or by withdrawal at
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one time.

The Homemaker may be sorry to leave the family

and the family may have become fond of her, or even overdependent on her.

However, some families may be over - critics;

and the Homemaker may be glad to be relieved of the assignment.
'

In either case the Homemaker must learn to deal, with her

feelings, and her Supervisor is prepared to help her with this.
G.

TIME AND EXPENSE REPORTS are to be filled out accurately and legibly
according to instructions A, B, C and D on the back of REPORT.

They

are to be mailed or brought to the Agency on the last day of the
pay period and must be received in the office on the Tuesday
following the end of the PAY PERIOD.

No check is released until the

TIME AND EXPENSE REPORT due on that payday has been received.
H.

PM AND PAY PERIODS
I.

All employees are paid every other Friday.

Hobrly Homemakers

are paid for the actual time they work on an as ignment or other
approved Agency business.

The first pay for ho rly Homemakersis

postponed by one pay period in order to allow sufficient time
for the bookkeeping department to compute salaries.
pay period lag continues throughout employment.

This one

Homemakers

hired under the Assured Employment Plan will receive their base
pay of three quarters of full pay on the first pay period
following completion of entry training.

Following an intial

lag, hours worked in excess of the assured base will be paid
every other pay period.
2.

Reimbursement for travel for all Homemakers will be made for that
in excess of the D. C. token rate.

Fourteen cents (.140 per mile

is raid in excess of theTOKEN RATE for use of one's own car.
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(See Manual of Personnel Policies for additional benefits.)
Supervision

II.

The Homemaker supervisor is responsible for:
I.

Selection of Homemakers for assignments

2.

Periodic evaluation of their work

3.

On-going training and development of Homemakers

In addition to her direct supervisory responsibilities, the Homemaker.

Supervisor works closely with other agencies or individuals known to the
family, obtains information about current needs of tho family, evaluates
the effectiveness of the. service and provides limited case work when it
is needed and wanted by the family.

Help with home management and nutrition problems, such--as, organization'
of tasks, special diets, menu planning, food buying and preparation and

budgeting are provided by the Agency's Home Economics Consultant.
Assistance with problems related to health and personal care is available
from the Agency's Public Health Nursing Consultant.

Advancement for Homemaker Health Aides

III.

A.

Classifications and their qualifications:

I
I.

Homemaker Health Aide

1

(Grade 3) - a beginning Homemaker

-

in her first year of employment including the six month probationary period.
2.

Homemaker Health Aide II

-

(Grade 3) - a Homemaker whose

performonco and work habits are of consistent high quaiity and
(Grade 4) who has maintained this level for a minimum of 18
vcrithc.
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3.

Homemaker Health Aide III

(Grade 5) - an outstanding,

-

experienced Homemaker with a high school diploma or its equivalent who has met all qualifications of classification II with
distinction for two years.
4.

Field Counselor (Grade 5) - an outstanding, exprienced Homemaker
with a high school dipolma or its equivalent who has met all

qualifications of classification II with distinction far two
years;and is skilled in assisting other Homemakers; and can

perform specific assignments undera Homemaker Supervisor.
B.

Evaluations and Increases in Pay
The first evaluation is made at the end of the probationary
period.

The Homemaker participates significantly in this process.

The decision regarding removal from probation is based upon this
evaluation.

The next evaluation occurs near the end of the first year of
employment.

Recommendations regarding increase in pay and classifi-

cation change are based upon this second evaluation.

Performance

rather than length of employment determines whether a Homemaker will
receive a full-merit increase.

Annual Evaluations and increases in

pay as merited are made thereafter.

(See Manual of Personnel Policie

for time and conditions of classification and salary changes.)

December'1972
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ADMINISTRATUVEGUIDELINES-FOR-PERSONAL-CARE
,Homemaker Health Aide Service
of the National Capital Area, Inc.

I.

General Statement of Agency Function
Homemaker Health Aide Service of the National Capital Area, Inc.,

is

a social-agency whose primary purpose is to help families, including individuals living alone, to remain in their own homes as"long as it is safe and

practical for them to be there and to help them to be as independent as
their capacities permrt.

Homemaker Service is a supportive service which

may be called upon to help a family during the illness or absence of the
mother, to relieve a family member of part of the day-to-day care of a
sick person, or to assist with the care of an elderly, disabled, or ill
person.

It is used to supplement the plans of voluntary and public health

and welfare agencies, hospitals, clinics, and private physicians when there
is no responsible adult available or capable of carrying out the needed
care and guidance.

By their selection, training, and supervision, Homemakers are prepared

to perform a variety df homemaking and health aid tasks within a home and
to assume different levels and kinds of responsibility.

The nature of

their duties is determined by the professional staff at the time the family
is accepted for service and modified as the needs change.

7

The professional

staff.of the agency may consist of accredit6d social workers, a home economistnutritionist and a public health nurse.
II.

Philosophy of Personal Care in Homemaker. Service
A.

Personal Care as Supportive Assistance
In the broadest sense,isome personal Care is involved in maintaining

and promoting normal standards of health and hygiene in all families
served by Homemaker Service.

Some elderly and convalescent persons who

are otherwise independent may need occasional assistance with bathing,

grooming, walking, or may need to have meals brought to them until they
93
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are able talmove about 'without undue fatigue. = Disabled and ill or

generally Infirm persons who are otherwise functioning independently
within the limits of their disabilities may need supportive assistance
over an extended period.

Children need to be taught and reminded about

habits of personal cleanliness and good grooming.

Both children and

adults may need to be reminded or occasionally helped to take prescribed
medications or may need simple modifications of diet.

The personal care

tasks are viewed as necessary if a child or an adult is to attain or
maintain optimum facility in self-management.

When they are perfommed

by a Homemaker, they are considered a part of her usual duties and need
It is imperative, however, that the

not require nursing supervision.

Intake Worker and later the' Homemaker Supervisor have sufficient know-

ledge about the person's condition and the competence of the Homemaker
to determine the appropriateness and safety of the tasks to be performed

and that both Homemaker and Homemaker Supervisor be alert to any changes
in the person's condition which warrant medical or nursing evaluation,
re-evaluation, and care.

The Agency's public health nurse may be used

in making this determination both at the time the case Ls being considered

for service and later while service is being given.
B.

Personal Care as Part of a Medical Plan
When personal care is needed as part of the medical treatment
of an ill or disabled person, direction and technical supervision of

the Homemaker in this personal care is to be given by a public health
nurse or by the attending physician.

Under these circumstances, per-

sonal care is a part of medical treatment and requires that the ill or
disabled person be under active medical supervision, that an overall

plan has haen developed and that the social situation is sufficiently
adequate to permit care at home.

In such situations the Homemaker

provides home health aide services_ and functions as part of the home
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care-team. 'The public health nurse, the physician, ,or in.some instances,

other members-of the home care team will determine which personal care
duties can be provided by the Homemaker safely and appropriately.
When need-ri--tclird-e-s-persona-LcaAle as part of medical treatment, the

following administrative guidelines shall apply:
I.

The need for an evaluation of the health care needs
sliouid be discussed fully with the family and their

agreement obtained to request this service directly
or to permit Ihis'Agency to do so.
2.

Following evaluation of the total health needs of the
patient, the physician or a public health nurse will
determine which personal care services can be safely
administered by the Homemaker, will instruct the 'boo-

maker how to give the needed care, and will proVide
ongoing supervision.
-3.

The Homemaker will support and encourage the patient
to follow the prescribed medical program.

She will not

initiate new personal care services.
4.

The Homemaker should never render any service to which
the patient objects.

This objection should be reported

to the supervising public health nurse or to the physician,
if direct supervision is being given by him, and to the
Homemaker Supervisor.
5.

A Homemaker may perform only those personal care services
which are deemed suitable for the patient, the Homemaker,
and the Agency.

The determination of suitability shall be

made by the medical arid/or nursing supervisor and by the
Agency.
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Ili. _Training for Personal Care

Training in basic personal care skills is essential not only for the
competent performance of the Homemaker and the well-being of the patient,
but also for the safety of the patient, the Homemaker, and the Agency, As
a part of their basic training, Homemakers receive a minimum of sixtepn'

--

hours of the Red Cross course in "Mother and Baby Care" and "Home Nursing".
Teaching methods-inctude_tectures, demonstration, practice and discussion.

---

This training is not intended to equip HomemakerS-to-function_independently

--- ---

but rather to broaden their awareness of some of'the aspects of homemaker
service that they will be expected to render under proper professional supervision.

Through individualized on-J.he-jot training, supervisory conferences,

discussion with the Agency's consultants in nutrition and public health

nursing, and staff meetings, Homemakers are helped to improvetheir skills
in all areas of working with troubled people as part of an agency staff.
Therapeutic nursing services are those aspects of individual

nursing

care which have as their goal the recovery and rehabilitation of the patient.
When portions of such service are delegated by the nurse or the physician
to the Homemaker, they are to be individually reviewed and taught in relation to the specific patient.

Activities such as exercises, the application

of appliances and assistance in their use, care of such devices as colostomy
-bags and retention catheters; and the care of functional equipment wOpld be
individually taught.

Periodic re-evaluation of our.experience in giving

personal care will be made and training of Homemakers revised accordihgly.
LV.

Intake - _Applications for Service

The responsibUIty for determining whether an application for service
falls within the scope of our prOgram and whether the needs of the family

can be met adequately and safely by Homomakor Servico tets with the Intake
Wni:kor whr, mAkac thu

°valuation.
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With every application, an assessment of the social situation will be
made.

To determine whether Homemaker Service is the appropriate method of

A
care, the Intake Worker will learn whether there are family members, relatr

tives, or friends with whom the family has some contact or who are willing
and able to assist with the care of the sick person or of the household;

whether the housing and its facilities are sufficiently adequate to make
care at home possible; whether there is enough income to permit at least a
minimally adequate diet; and whether other community resources are active

or

.

When illpess of any member-of-the-family_is a factor in the need for our
service, information about his condition is to be obtained.

His capacity

medical diagnosis, along with knowledge of his social

for

situation will be helpful

in determining whether care at home is realistic

and whether medical or nursing care is indicated.

Requests for Homemaker Service which include personal care are received
from different sources and are handled in different ways.
If the request includes minor supportive assistance to an otherwise
independent person as defined in Section ll'A, Personal Care as Supportive
Assistance, the case may be accepted for service.

Even in such cases, de-

fined as not needing,medical or nursing supervision of the Homemaker's
activities, the Intake Worker would still ask for the source of medical

care (clinic, physician, etc.) and whether a nursing service is going into
the home.

If a nursing agency is active in the case, the Intake Worker will

contact that agency to inform the nurse that our service has been requested,

to ask whether there are special health needs and how we might be helpful
in supporting their work with the family, and to obtain medical information

which the nursing agency has received

or can readily get from the physiciah.

Information received from the physician or nursing service may alter the

HemottnkciperVisrqls doric'ion as to whether this is,- in fact, "an otherwise
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independent p4rson," if a nursing service is not'aetive on the case, the
Intake Worker will secure permission from the client to obtain medical in.

_

formation and recommendations directly from the physician or clinic.
If the requesit includes personal care 'of an ill or convalescing.person

as part of medical treatment or if the situation indicates that personal
.41

care qs the primary need, the referrantwili be asked to contact one of _
.

.,the nursing agencies or the attending physician to arrange for an evaluation

of the health care needs of the patient.

On the basis of this evaluation,(

the public health nurse, or. in some instances other membe'rs of the home

care team, will determine which personal care duties are needed by the

patient and can be provided safely by the Homemaker with appropriate in.

struction and supervision.

Sometimes the attending physician will request

Homemaker Service for his patient.s,

If the: request incjudes'per'Sonal care
.

.

as part of medical treatment, careful eXplanation is to be given about
our rdquirement for, medical and/or nursing direction arid supervision.
.

...

t

most every case, he will readily agree to call

in a nursing agency:' If
.

.

he prefers to instruct and actively supervise the Holmemaker'in.the personal
care she will be expected to give, the case may be accepted..
V.

Supervision of Personal Care cases
.Administrative and professional supervision are vitally important for
all Homemaker Service programs.

Implicit in sound superivision is the intake

process which must secure information.,necessary to determine appropriateness
of,the service, establish reasonable goals,

and a workabfe plan to attain

these goals.
.

As explained in Section 11, Personal Care as Supportive Assistance, some
aspects of care such as helping with bathing, dressing, care of hair, a_
helping hand in walking or getting in or out of !led may be needed by'any

disabled, generally infirm, coavalescing or aging person and are not

necessarily apart of the medical treatment plan.
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Such suppOrtive services

when given to an otherwise independent person can be provided by any Home=
maker without medical/nursing supervision from outside the agency.

The

Homemaker Supervisor will be familiar at alltimes with the nature of the
situation and of the personal care given, and will be responsible for distinguishing between the scope of.personal care appropriate in any situation
and that which is appropriate only es part of medical treatment.
-._When_Homemaker _Service Is active in.a home in which there is no outside

nursing service active, and the client asks for assistance In self care, the
Homemake?-may give such assistance but wilr notify'her,Supery.aor promptly.

This minor and limited assistance may be given so long as the client maintains independence in the balance of oare and is up and around.

When the

client requests more care'than seems reasonable or-appears to be gradually
relinquishing independence, the Supervisor will discuss the change with the
Agency's public health nurse, report it.to the attending physicia n and,
if indicated; arrange for an evaluation visit from the physician or, public
health nursing agency.

The purpose of this evaluation visit is to see if

the client needs other services, to attempt to identify cause of change,
and to remedy the problem early if at all possible..

It is not for the

purpose of evaluating or supervising the care given by the Homemaker.
In situations where a physician or public health nursing agency Js not

currently active, the agency's public health nurse may make an evaluation
visit to determine personal care needs of the client and'capabilities of
the Homemaker to meet them.

She may teach or review particulareskills with

the Homemaker and will remain available to the Homemaker and her Supervisor
for consultation.

'If,

in her opinion; the client needs either medical

evaluation, detailed nursing evaluatiOn or skilled nursing service, she
will assist the Homemaker Supervisor in returning the client to medical or
nursing care or in helping initiate such service.
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For those medical and nursing situations in which personal care Is
required as part of medical treatMent, Homemaker Service is to fulfill

its

responsibility for, administrative supervision by determining that the
-needed service falls ./ithin the scope of the Agency's program and that the
.

service is 'provided in conformity with its operating and personnel poli,

Th.e-publ ic -health nurse-and in-some-instances the physician or-

other members of the home healthcare team will need td assume respOnsibiii*
for determining the health needs of the patiert and for the instruction and
supervision of the personal" care the Homemaker will,be expected to perform.

In all Cases in which there are other agencies involved in planning
for an ill person and/or his family, observations and plans should be
shared and a coOrdinated-approacC to the family agreed upon;
are Complex heal

Where there

problems and the major need is for health care, the

nursing agency or home cage program wAll usually cer'ry major responsibility
for planning and Homemake& Service will be supportive to their plan but
it cannot relinquish its responsibility for administrativeSupervision of
the Homemaker.

The following are same of the

ersonal Care services which maybe given

'as,part of medicaltrea4ment, are within the function of Homemaker Service

and arewithin the abilifyciWthe trained Homemaker when provided under the
direction and'supervisiono4 the'attending physidian, the-public health
t

k'b

nurse, on other `members of the home health care team:
Assisting with or giving .bed or sponge bath
Assisting patient in or'oet of bed> and bath tub
Back rubs and assistingpatient to change position
Changing bed with patient in it
Giving and removing bedpan, urinal; assisting with krineal
pads; emptying and replacing plastic bags used in
colostomies or other drainage appliances; cleaning
and caring for equipment
Assisting with grooming (shAving, cars of hair, finger nails)
Feeding patient in and out of bed.
Preparation of special diets

Helpingpatient to dress
100
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.
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.

Taking and recording temperature, pulse, and respiration
Assisting patient to take his own prescribed medication
Helping patient with his prescribed exercises
Helping patient.to use his funCtional appliances (crutches,
-brace, walkers, wheel.8hair, rolling stOol, collar, etc.)
Giving hot or cold water bottle as directed
Reinforcing existing dressings With'absorbent material

,..

Thfollowing are services which cannot be performed by Homemakers
ertherbecause` they-are-skil-led nursing services or-becaUse the safety
of the patient and the ,Homemaker,are endangered:'
.

Lifting Verge chihdren,or adults unable to help themselves
Giving hypodermics and other injections
Cutting toenails t4 adulft
Irrigating colostomies
Giving tubat feedings
Changing sterile dresings
Aspirations of the throat or.trachea
Catheterizations or bladder irrigations
.

These,Administrative GuidAlines for personalsare within this Agency/is

program.of service will be reviewed periodically by'theRrdbram and Service
Corrtnittee Of the Board and when indicated

with the help crea professional

.

advitory committee.

Accepted by Pi'ogram and Service Committee, April
Latet 'Roviewod and Revised.'
J/22/73

-
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'SESSION X

e

Homelaker-Servce of the National Capital Area, Itc.
929 L Street,,N.W., Washington,'D.C. Phone: .234 5573.

4

HOKKHAKER
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Under supervision of a Homemaker Supervisor,,
to assume, iespoesibility for home operations to preserve the security of family life during
a period when the *other is temporarily incapacitated or absent; or to supply this
function'for aged, 111 or disabled persons.
.

.

4

.

QUALIFICATIONS
,t
Ail 4. Preferred 30 years or over; maturity important criteria.
.

.

*Education 4 Ability to follow oral end written instructions; and to keep simple
records are basic educational requirements.

Experience - (a) home management (b).cere of'children,and/or (c) care of
disabled, ill or' convalescent people:

Health - Good physical health.

..

PRISVNAL QUALITIES AND ATTITUDES: (a) warm persociality (b) poise and tact
(c) dependability (d) initiative (e) flexibility (f) nonjudgmentit-attitudes
(g) ability to establish and maintain good relationships with children, adults
and aged persons (h)-recognise the need for-consultation ancV to request this
sereice (i) ability to work as paMof a team (j) good grooming.
k

pang OP WORN

.,

A,.

'

Housikeepina Duties,,- (a) light general cleaning, vacuuming, making beds,
washing dishes, keepini kitchen and bathroom clean and tidy.
(b),,Marketing for food supplies Anil other simple errands
such as drug store and cleaners.

4

.

(c) Planning and preparing nutrktious, varied meals,
fitting them into the cultural and economic standards Olt the family. Serving'
meals, including,trey meals when needed. Preparation of infant formula and
special diets under medical supervision.-,,:
,
(d) Limited amount of washing
.
.
waehing and
__ ironinvand4mending
of necessary clothing. __________
,--,
(e) Listing of needed supplies.
(f) Assisting well members of the family, both young
and adult, to learn household routine and skills in order that they may carry
on normal living when the homemakevis not present.

Care of children (a) Responsible supervi ion of the children in a hole,
with awareness
awareness of both physical and emotional eeds.
(b) Help maintain the c ild's customary daily routine.
(c) Give regular physical'cfre (bathing, dressing,
feeding) to.the,children and help in esthblishinfiabits of good eating and
.
personal hygiene.
(d) In case of light illness, ahe may give simple bedside
cafe uncles-medical supervision.
/
:
JO- See that clothing is clean, mended and ready to wear.
,
(f) Helpplan activities and take child for clinic --appointinehts or other necessary errands.
_

.

.

'

,

_

,_

...-

,

CARE OF ILL OR DISABLED: (a) To provide within her competency personal services
for the ill as are directed by the physician.
Duties might include help with
dressing, exercise, help in using walkers, crutches, etc., and Other small services
:t
ke the patient inore'comfortabte
(b) to assist the patient in carrying out
-activit
of daily living prescribed for her, and to help the handicapped to
maximum independence in homemaking..

.

0

MIdIMIEWILTPSRVISOR
DESCRIPTION. Under ventral suparvision and custoaarily_cing -iidepondent-------dipisions on methods used and order of tasks in carrying out the purpose of the

aoimaskor Sorvioa Agency.
3ALIFIG1TION8.

Graduaticm fray an accrediiod schwa of social worit.

ZIEFCATION.

Th

knowledge) of social Imago work principles end method., individual said
behavior, eriotiOnal ie a 1 a d justmeit, physical and mental illsaamsimentat-

hygierte principles, individual end community health problems, nutrition,
family ocdnomics.

ElPERIENC11.. Two .years of full-time .paid experience as a cam worker in an

agenc hving professional standard/ad

SKILLS. ,Considorablo skill in helping people.; marked ability' to establish_
and. maintain mucceseful protossional and working r:lationshipa; froedas
frau- marked pm! jimdicos ;* sensitivity to poop's floxib ilitt dtsaszakent
in evaluating situations and making decisions.
ILTURS 0? WM.

Evaluating Recuast for Romemakor Barrios.,

.

.
1.` Vitamins
a. -Whether a homemaker. service yr in be auitabloinilution.
b. What specific needs of children, parents or adults are to

be mots

,

..

c. What type of homemaker is required.
2. DonIosement of a general plan for mercies..
sec. Cooperative planning with posilytand/Or other comunity
, .
agencies involved,

I

Placement and Sunervision.
.

1. Preparation of- testily and. hommakfr for placement.
2. -Contacting evaluation of situatiOn'and adaptation to mods;
3.
4.

Supportive omfferenesa With homemaker and family"during plabyant.
Praparek family end homemaker for withe....mal ofth. service.

Training of Homemakers.
1. Raaponsiblo for individual in.aorvice training through conferences

and interviews.

Records and Reports.
1.
2.

Keene ,appropriats ease records and prepares statistical reports
as rociiiireC. .
Writes appropriate evaluation of honomaker at conclusion of each
Mass

0
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`HOMEMAEER-HOME HEALTH AIDE III

1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Under general supervision of a Hotemaker Supervisor to discharge
all of the duties Of and melt all of the qualifications of the Homemaker-.
Hone Health Aide'II consistently and with distinction, and, in addition,
each of thotg listed
.

.45

,

,

,,

2.

APPOINTMENTS'

Iwmaking appointments to this position, the Executive Director will
betassisted by the recommendations of appropriate administrative personnel.
3. 'REQUIREMENTS
a.

`b.

c.

,

Education - A high school diploma, or its equivalent and additional
training in the health and welfare fields are` preferable.
Experience - At least two years as a Compete
Homemaker-Home
Health Aide II, and has 'served under not,lLss than two
Homemaker Supervisors.
Outstanding Qualities - Has demonstrated:
1)

Capacity to give effective individualized instruction.'

2)

Superior ability to give personal care as part of a
medical care Olanunder nursing and'nedical-supervision

3)

SUperior ability in-hOmemaking,skills with special focus
on the-organization of time an&resources available
(including suppleMental food prOgrapt), budgeting, food
planning,_preparation and7consErvation.

4)" Willingness to accept assignments regardless of location,.
conditions, or hburs (except 24-hour service).

4.

5)

Superior ability to establish and maintain gOod working
relationship with young olikldren, adolescents, adults
aged persons and representatives of other agencies as well
as Homemaker Service Field Counselors and-Supervisors.

6)

Ability to perform with distinction without close supervision and to recogniie the heed for consultat4on with staff
it out agency.and other agencies and request this through
appropriate chanhels.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES - In addition to the duties and responsibilities
of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide II:
'
a.

Make selected home visits for supervisors as directed in relation
to special problems affecting either a client or a homemaker and
submit a report.
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- Homemaker -Home Health Aide-III

b. 'At the request of a spervisor, assist a Homemaker in any
4
aspect of her work with the agency.
In addition to participation in conferences and in-service training
programs sponsored by the Agency during work hours, willingness'
to advance knowledge and skills by independent attendance at in
training outaide'of office hours.

c.

?

r

`

1/29/70

Yr,

a
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ICE FIELD COUNSELOR

SDI"

ti

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
4

Mader supervision of a Homemaker SuperVisorp with
.,,,yencultation from agehcy specialists and consultants and through
working with social workers and medics]. personnel from other
agencies, to carry-out those services neceseiryto,furt4er the.
purposes of Homemaker Service. The primary task is supervision_
of approximately 10 Homemaker -Home Health Aides in-accordanne___
with the policies and procedures of Homemaker Service.- ---2.

QUALIFICATIONS
Age

a.

Preferred 30 years or over, maturity is important

<7° criterion.
b.

Education - Have received n high school diplami, or its

equivalence; additional tra4lingin the health
and welfare fields is preferred.

Experience - Have 3 years work experience, competently

c.

performed, with a public or private 'agency as

Homemaker-Home HeAi

Atd4-ibility to keep

,

""s

appropriate records and reports..

Health - Good Rhysical andmental healtbd
1

3.

,s-

A

Test - Must have passed en Agency test.

e.

PERSONAL QUALITIES AND ATTIViDES
)

Ability to establish and maintain successful working

a.

relationships with Homemakers, Supervisors, the families
or,individ1,3.als receiving Homemaker Service, and with the

administrative and clerical staffs

be Ability to establik.and maintain successful working
.

relatioliships with other agency staff and with staff

from other community agencies during the process of
giving service. -P.

4

c.

Ability to recognize the need for supervision and to
make constructive use of it.

d.

Ability to practice basic principles of superirision.

e.

Ability to recognize the need for consultation and request
this service, and to apt upori the_recommendations from--

6

the consultation.

v
.

Ability to work as paxt of a teem.

g.

Warm personality.

h.

Poise and tact.

i.

Dependability.

j.

Initiative,

k.lexibility.
1.

NOn-judgmental attitudes.

;a. GOod grooming.
4.

NATURE OF WORK

a

When one of her Homemakers is assigned to alley, case -

1.- Review the written referral in relation to
problems and purpose in giving homemaker service,
the suggested.duties for the homemaker, and. the

hours and time to be spent on the assignment.
2.

make a visit to the home prior to or soon after
service is initiated to discuss the beginning of

service with the familiand,to gain infoxlmatian.
for evaluation of the situation.

3: Discuss with her supervisor any problems or
modification in service plan which:might be
evident ft the time of, the home visit.
4.

make an introductory call with the Homemaker to
tie faMily when this is indicated.
108
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,

1..

Serve as a liaison between the - Homemaker '

and the Homemaker Supervisor.

Visit a homemaker on each of her assignments,
at:kleast once a month or more often if needed.

Plan with Homemaker Supervisor to have conferences
with- Homemakers -about case -problems-and as

needed, -arrange supportive conferences for the

Homemakers Supervisor, aging specialists and
consultants.
4.

Continuing and periodic written evaluation of the

homemaker's performance, relation*04,to others,
and contribution toward the established goalL.

for the family or individual.
5.

NotifyItomemaker Supervisor of any conditions
.

affeCting care oreervice to patient, or family
'which would indicate change in the amount or
kind of service needed;
6.

Notify family and Uomemaker of any changes in

4

plan of ,service.
7.

Responsible for seeing that homemakers carry out
the po1iciee and procedures of Homemaker Service*

V

8.

Substitirte for other Homemakers in case of
emergency.

19.

Responsible for seeing that the

anemakera attend

agency in-service training programs 'and staff
cOnferenees.

10AvAseist,with the ;valuation of difficult cases.

10

c.

Records and Reports
Keeps appropriate dOedules and attendance of

1.

Homemakers and hoie visits.
2.

Review and agplrove accuracy of Time Sheets.-

3.

Prepare written reports on case observations.,
contacts and on Homemaker's performance for the
Homemaker"Supervisor.

Assist with the Recruitment and OrientatiOn of new Homemakers
particIpatiOn
by presentation at meetings, personal contactp ana

in trainingliestions.

t.

4

13,0

,1

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE

..Home management and "housekeeping: Light general cleaning, vacuuming, making
beds-, washing dishes. Keeping kitchen and bathroom clean and tidy. Washing, ironing and mending of clothing as necessary. See that.clothing'is
clean, mended and ready to wear. Listing of needed supplies. Marketing for
food supplies and other simple errands such as going to the drug store or
cleaners, buying food. stamps, paying rent.
2..

Care of Children: Responsible supervision of young,and.older children-in
the home, with awareness of both physical and-emotional needs. Help
maintain the c4ld'a-bustomary daily routine. 'Helping plan activities and
Giving
take child for linic appointments or other necessary errands.
regular physica care (bathing, dressing, feeding) to the children and help
in establishing habits of good eating and personal hygiene.
Care of aged, i4 and disabled adult's: Responsible service in maintaining
the hOme and'helPing the client perform the activities of daily living to
the extent necessary (including personal care if required, see 4). Accom-'
panying clients On walks, shopping, to clinic or physician's offide, if
indicated.
ProAding companionship and stimulation while carrying out the
`foregoing duties and encouraging independent functioning to the extent
N
feasible.
,

4.

Fersonal care: In case of illness giving care within her competence and the
agency policy, covering Personal Care as supportive assistance or Personal
Care as part of a medical care plan. (See Administrative Guidelines for
Personal Care
12-21.667).

5.

Teaching and demonstration: Ability to impart effective methods of homemaking, child care and self-help, through teaching and demonstration-in all
cases that do nat require individualized instruction as stated below.

6.

Individualized instruction: Planned individualized instruction in cases in
which the fodus is to improve the level of family functioning.

7.

Food planning and preparation: Planning and_Preparing nutritious and"varied
meals, fitting them into the cultural and econOitc-standards of the family.
'ng infant formulas
Serving meals, including tray meals when needed. Pre0
and special diets as required.

1.

Records and reports: Preparing and submitting promptly semi-monthly Time
Sheets with complete and accurate information. Making reports to appropriate supervisory personnel about conditions affecting service to the family
or patient.
Conferences and,in-service training:
Participating in,conferences as requested and in in-service training programs,

103
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION - PERSONAL QUALITIES AND ATTITUDES
t.
6

10.

Warm Perionalityf Friendly, courteous, accepting in relation to colleagues
and elientso

.,

*-1

11.

Good Grooming: Always wears a neat and clean uniform, appropriate shoe's
and accessories; hair And hands.properly cared for; is attentive to personal
hygiene.
*

12.

Poise and Tact: Calm exterior; respect for the feelings'of others; selfdiscipline when provoked iethy situation; able to handle difficult and
explosive situations; stable and composed.-

13.

Dependability: Can be relied upon to carry out goals and policies of the
agency. ArriVes and leaves on time. Presents time sheets correctly.

- /4.

15.

Initiative:

Self-starter; promotes projects; ability to plan work:

FleKibility: Accepts and adapts willingly to i variety of assignments and
Can accept a wide range of behavior
to unforeseen changes in assignments.
patterns.

16.

Non-judgmental attitudes: Does*not succumb to snap judgments; has tolerance
for behkivior, attitudes andprejudicea7-of'others.

17.

Relationship with clients: Ability to establish and maintain appropriate
helping relationships,with thildren, adults and aged persons; responds
appropriately to their needs - firm, supportiye, consistent without
familiarity.

18.

Ability to work as art of a team: Recognizes that we all are part of'the
team; accepts the olicies and goals of the agency; works cooperatively with
members of other a encies as required by the needs of the case; recognizes
the need for oonsultation and request this service; does not-hesitate-to -----_
share with her superOisor problems which she observed and which'affict the

sr

client.

,
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HOMEMAKER SERVICE OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA, INC.
Evaluation Period'

Homemaker

Employed from

"

Belo)/

AbOve

Average

Average

*

roor
PERFORMANCE:

i.

Home management and housekeeping

2.

Care of children:

(a) young children

(b) older children"

f'

Care, of aged, ill and disabled adults:
4.

Excellent

Ade*ate)

Personal Care:

5: Teaching and demonstration:
6.

Individualized instruction:

7.

Food planning and preparation:

8.

Records and reports:

9.

Conferences and in-service training:

PERSONAL QUALITIES AND ATTITUDES:
10. Warm personality:
11. Good groomi ng:

12. Poise and tact:
13. Dependabillity:-

14. Initiative:
15. Flexibility:

16. ilon:judeental attitudes:

17. Relationship with clients:
18. Ability to work as part of a team:

HoAemaker:

Supervisor:

Date:

pate:,

,
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HOMEMAKER SUPERVISOR II

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Undergeneral supervision but with opfOrtunity to asks(
independent decisions in carrying out the purpose of the Homemaker ServiceAgenoy..

VILIFICATIONS.
EDUCATION. Oreduation from an ascredited. school of social work. Thorough
knowledge -of sociej case work principles and methods, 'individual and group
behavior, emotional maladjuetment, physical and mental illnesseb,, mental
hygiene principles, individual and community health problems; nutrition,

lawny economics.
'

EXPERIENCE. Five years of full-time experience in an agency having
professional standarde.
SKILLS.
Considerable skill in helping people =debility to plan and
impend-as the work of others; marked ability to establish and maintain
iesuncessful prpfesaional end woxixing relationships; keen diecernment in
evaluating cituations and making decisions; ability to stimulate growth
in others; freedom from marked prejudice.

NATURE OF WORK.
Evaluating Request for Homemaker Service.
1.
Determine
a. lrkethar-homemaker service will be suitable solution.
b. What specific needs of children, parents, or -adults are
to be met.
What type of homemaker is required.
Development of a general plan for service.
2.
a. Cooperative planning with family end /or -other community'
agencies invOlved.
Placement and Supervision.
Preparation of family 4 ud-110d4Nilarr-ftr-plaoSent.
1.
Oontinuing-evaluation of eituatton and adaptation to needs.
Supportive conferences with homemaker and family during placement.
3.
prepares family end-- homemaker for-withdrawal of the service.
4.

Training of Homemakers. I
1.

2.

Sestets in planning and executing formal training program.
Responsible for individUal in-service training through
conferences and interviews;

Records and Reports,
1. Keeps appropriate cess,records and prepares statistical reports.
as required.
2. .Writes appropriate-evaluation:of homemaker at conclusion of
each case.

Administrative.
.
1.4:Tb act for the Executive Director in her absence.
,

...

HOMEMAKER HEALTH AIDE SERVICE OF THE NATI AL CAPITAL AREA, INC.
N. W.
1825 Connecticut Avenu
Suite 100, 387-6500
20009
Washington, D. C.
.

APPLICATION FOR POSITION OF HOMEMAKER

Maiden
Name

Miss
Mrs./Mr.
(middle)

(first)

'

(last)

Wane
Soc. Sec.

Address
(state) (zip code)

(city)

How long have you
lived In this area?

Birth
date

Place of
birth

a.

mo /day /yr

Marital status
Single
Married
Check one:
Hutband's or wife's
Name
Husband's or Wife's
-Employer
In case of emergency notify:

Divorced

Widewed'

Separated

Occupation
Husband's or Wife's
Phone

04.

(relationship)

(phone)

List all your Children's
names and ages
.

,LIst any other
Dependents

Who cares for your
children while you work?
Last Grade of
School completed
Have you seen a doctor
during the past year?
Condition of
your heilth:
lip, your feet
Do you have trouble
bother,you?
with your back?
Are you hard
Do you have high
of hearing?
blood pressure?
If so, for
Are you
what reason?
doctdrinq now?

Whore?
If so, for
what reason?
List any physical
disabilities:
Do you wear
Do you have
glasses ?*
rheumatism?
Do you have large
veins in your legs?
',

.

Your Height:

.
.

Your Dress/Suit size:

Your Weight:

115:

JRAINI6
yk4riave had

S-EkV10E Wleose check areas in which
whetfkr paid or not.) Under Work History - if you vic-kd

PFLATED -1)2,

for a largo orroniz,:lti.,2n pIe,r;e Ilst Ito department in which you 'eiorked and the name

of your super.loor.
General

'Carina for'newbern
----Caring for the, aged
Caring for children
Other Specify

Caring for ill people
areas
Handicopped

Homemaking
'Making beds
Cleaning
Washing dishes
----laundry
Cleaning floors
Minding
'Planning oeals
-Marketing
Preparing meals

CC dire:

,

Mental,iliness

JPRK_ HISTORY PECORDAGive the last three places you,have.worked, starting with yoUi--present emploer.).
Position
Dates of
Salary
Hold
Employment,
Name d Address of Employer
I.

Date
began

Name

per

Date

Address

left
2.

Name
--*

Address
3.

Date
began

S

pate

per

left

Date

Name

$fr. began

Cate

Address

left

Have charges every been preferred.
against you by the olice?

If so,
exialalW

Have you every been diScharged
or forced'to 1,1;an from a lob?

explain

Who referred you to
Homemaker Service?
Are you available for
fulltime employment?
Are you willing to work:

If so,

41

(a) more than 40 *hrs. a week?

Are you willing to work
less than 40 hours a week?
Are you will to do 24-hour live-in service:
(c)
5 days and
(b) 2-3 days & nights?
(d) weekend or holiday?
t?
n1

Do you heve_a driyer's lice4and cac you ea

u e In your work?

Is. there arty mason or conditioh such as the health of your husband, Children,wife,
dependents, oor any other personal matter which would interfere with your duties as
If so, explain
a Homemaker?

Uie this space to add, any other information you think will be helpful to us in con sidering you for the position of HoMemaker:

Date

r
'Slanatue:

116

Homemaker Service of the National Capital-Area, Inc.
Initial Interview
'At

Nast

A$s

Date

,APPEARANCE

Skin

'air

Posture

Weisht

Teeth

Voice
Uniform.
Size

Clothes
4i:fleet

WORE EXPERIENCE

r
PHYSICAL CONDITION`

IMPRESSIONS

asccialmmom

INMILME

Refight.

(see over)

117
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itsmatint sums at

J

TM NATIONAL CAPITAL MIA, INC.

APPLICATION FOR SERVICE
Date
Previously served
(year)

loART'l -- GENERAL INFORMATION

Client

. Man

Vase
Client
Tel.

Address
(apt.no.)

(streit and number

(city) (sip)

Directions to home

TYPE OF SERVICE NEEDED AND REASON FOR REQUEST:

Child Care: Mother or 'person responsible fOr children is (check one
Needs relief-(overburdiii-ed)

Ill at home

-Ill out of the home

Undergoing-treatment or rehabilitation

Deceased

Needs instruction

Other: (specify)

Adult Service (check one):

Relief to family member
Service to ailing adult

.

ill or generally infirm
time care

4

who is (check one): disabled

.

.

; convalescint; awaiting long-

0:0ther (specify)

LIVING ANRANGEMENTS: Alone

With spouse only

oVer

With minor children

Members of household; (Give name, age, and relationship to client)

-

MAJOR PROBLEM(S)
Sotial

Health (Give diagnosis, if known, limitations of ambulation, incapacities,
bedridden, EDC, etc.)

SERVICE REQUESTED BY: Client

1 Agency

Rel.or Friend

Masse

; Hospital

Other
Other_

telephone'

If aervice requemted by-client or friend, who
Clientla physician(e):. (Give name, address, and telephone number)

AGENCIES ACTIVE IN CASE: (Give name, name of social worker ornurse, and telephone)

1/67

(-
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116

FINANCIAL INFORMATION: (check source and give amount; if known)

Wages.

.

;Public assistance (type)
(amount)

; Pension
(amount)

.

.

Employment of responsible head of family:
(phone at work)

(hours out of home)

(place of employment)

Person to be contacted in emergiicy:
(telephone) (relationship)

(name)

PART II -- ACTION TAKEN BY AGENCY
APPLICATION ACCEPTED AND HOMEMAKER ASSIGNED: Date
Plan for Service:1Days
Duties:

Homemaker
Supervisor

Hour*

.

Genera/ home management and light housekeeping
Shopping

Meal preparation

Teaching

Laundry

Child Care

Other (specify)

.11

Personal care (nature)
Planned length of placement

Plan for time Homemaker is not in home
Services arranged with other agencies or to be arranged by family:

Medical information form sent to physician

Client
(date)

(date

Pee arrangements: Amount

to be paid by client

;

agency,

other (name and address)
APPLICATION' NOT ACCEPTED: (Give primary reason)

-k

Altar unable to give service (check one)
No homemaker available

No source of payment

Indefinite fullLtime service

Outside area served

TraXgportation problems
Other (spiCify)

Service other than homemaker needed

Client refused service (check one):

tade

other plena

; too expensive

; did not gall back

ADDITIONAL COMMMT5:

!ART III -- TERMINATION:

Date closed

Reason

119

1 1.

; other`

HOMEMAKER ssitylcuat THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA,
929 V Street, E.g., Washington; D.C. ,Phone:' 234-55.73
40.

A Homemaker,
, has been assigned to your home
from the Homemaker Service of the National.Capitil Area, Inc. As a participating
member of the Health and Welfare Council (United Givers Pund) this special service
assists:families and-individuals in times of crisis. While the Homemaker is in your
home, we supervise her by personal visit or telephone..

The Homemaker's Supervisor is
She is available for
any questions you may have about our service or about other resources in the commun.
ity-ihich may be, helpful to-you.
.

Paymerit for the cost of service is. due monthly upon receipt of the bill'from
this office. JThe fee established with yoil is

(-

YOU CAN EXPECT THE FOLLOWING HELP FROM THE HOMEMAKER

yo4

Care of
children and working with older children in accomplishing
household tasks.
2.
Planning and preparation of meals.
Keeping the house dusted and neat.
3.
-4., Atkins beds and changing lineds as needed.
5.
Shopping for food and other household needs, .if there is no family member or
friend to do it.
6,
Washing and ironing, within reason.
7.
Mopping the kitchen and bathroom floori.
8.
Performing small miscellaneous talks as needed.
1.

1*.

If someone.* ill.in.your home, the Homemaker and her Supervisor 'rill work
closely with the nurse and doctor to Makescertain you receive the amount
of help they belieVe is needed. Homemakers are not - Horses.
ch.

HOMEMAXERS SHOULD NOT EE EXPECTED TO:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Care for the children of your neighbors, friends, or relatives.
Do heavy cleaning such as scrubbing floors, painting, waxing floors, washing
windows or walls, cleaning venetian blinds.
Move heavy furniture or do heavy lifting.
Give any personal care to a sick person without specific instruction antV--)
planning with your physiciau,and/or public health nurse.
Drive your car on errands.
11
Change the assigned hours of work without checking with her Supervisor.

We hope you will find our staff and service helpful. Your knowledge of these
policies will clarify the nature of our service and help avoid misunderstandings.
Homemakers are instructed to arrive and leave on time. They area:Joked to report
to their Supervisor if they will be late or if they are unable to work, Whenever
possible, another Homemaker will be assigned and you will be notified of this change.
They are to bring their own lunches. Any changes of duties and hours are to be
arranged by you with the Supervisor.
A.C.S.W.
(Miss)PATRICIA A. GIWY
Executive Director %..,4al
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DATE RECEIVED IN OFFICE:
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INSTEUCTIONS

FOR HOMEMAKERS

.

The -Time and Expense Report, accurately completed and sisned;,is due in the office
Witbin.two (2) working days(luesday)after the end.of the pay- period. There will betwo (2) days. Use ink or
one pay period dglay in pant for Reports reclived

ballpoint pen.
Section A.
.,/

,

CLIENTS SERVED
Client's Name: Print-or write-clearly the full name'of client:
Example: Williams; John and Mary
8

4

o

i

Hours :-Undcr -the -proper dayrgive the nteilifeb>f houis worked
in, sack client's home each-day. Time spent in
case conference should be included.

i

T otal Direct Servito Hours: Add and give the total hours worked On each
4!y.

4
Section B. impounAT TIME
Travelaime: Give the amount of time spent in trawl between assign eats
on the same day.
Conferences and Meetings: Give the time spent in a meeting, supervisory
tins.
conference or other approved
Do not include case conferepdb here but under
'clients served:
,f

leave or Holiday: *der the correct-day, give the type of lekve taken:
ave, H for
S for Sick Leave, A for Annual
oflhours.
Holiday. Do how Rive the
Unassigned Time: For use by regular. full-time NOmemakers only for all or part
of a 40-hour week in which they were available
but no assignment jets given.
4.

1°411'

Section C.

REIMBURSABLE MEW
bus Fare: Give the amount spent for fare over the D. C. token rate.' ,
Mileage: To assignment: Give tie number of miles from your nom to.your
first assignment.
letem-n assignments: Give the :wilier of miles between as:siva:seats
ia the same day.
The Finance Office will deduct the D. C. token rate from your
thtal.mileage.

Telephones If

you

had to use a pay phone in relatihn to your agency
assigmment, give the amount you spent.

Other: Use this line for any other expenses approved by the Agency for
which yell are to be reimbursed. Specify the nature
-ef the expense and enclose receipts.,

*

/

1

ti.0.1.

...

Section D.

SIGNATURE AND DATE -, - Write your signature and date in the lower rig':
this is your certification that
hand corner.
and Expense Report is correct.

,..riir

FOR-SUPERVISORS
Time and Expense Report, approved as correct by you, is due in the Finance
Office no later than four (4) working days (Thursday) after the end of the pay
Office
period. Failure to do this will cause one pay period delay in payment to the
Homemaker.

dP

'at

1.

2.
1.

Carefully check Sections A, 73, C, and D for accuracy of names, time and
reimbursable expense and for conformity with your Master Schedule, for any
changes approved during the pay period, and for legibility. Make corrections
where- indicated and review with Homemakers.

In the first columm,"For Supervisor's Coe", indicate the last source of
payment for each case,
i;In ad Jata,,our .t.,ulvtl in _'ac i)Nur rtatt hand .tome'.
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17, 1914
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3
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W
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va-iri, case served during the pay period,. lice Ink or lasjoint pen.
2. AL-F0 complete one regular Time and Expense Report (Iiii=CrIt 1,)5j for
V.:C. pay period even if you haie not bad regular assignments.
3.
your name anti date on each Tire and E:cpenee Report in the lower
right, hand' corner.
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If you returr.cd some of this money,. note amount of return
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On Cabs & Tokens

Crt Iiiundry

Amount spent on Client frog your
min or office funds: On rood

Chaak here if you slept over-nicht
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Csoolrobtlem for Momos011r Trainees

What would, you do if the children in a.family (ages 2, 4, and,6)1would not
eat the food yqu cooked for thee? The mother is out of the home.

An eifferly_momak,AihoAas_arthrrtisand-livex'alone, falls in the bat11.--She calls for your help, to lgtAeher out.
this, what would, you do for this woman?

Knowing as a Homemaker you cannti.. do

How would you handle a family (mother,*-faiher and children) who from the
first day you arrive in their home, indicate by their actions and talk that they
resent your being in the home?-

You have been in an assignment for three months. The mother is mentally ill
and has been coming home only on weekends. There are three children, ages 3, 5,
and 8 who have grown very fond of you and you like them very much. You discover
on a' Wednesday that on Friday'you are going to leave this` assignment because the
mother is coming home to stay. How would you hap prepare the children for your
departure from their home and lives?'

You are assigned to help an elderly couple who live in a large apartment
house that has * staffed main desk in the lobby. You have worked with the coupl&-,
several weeks so they are aware'of the time you are to arrive. On one particuln.
day you go to the door and knock several timei;_howevet no one answers. What
would you do next?
How would you teach youngsters, ages 8, 11, and 14, who have never had any
responsibilities in their home, to begin to share some household tasks?

die?

What-would you say to a healthy elderly woman who told you she wanted to
This woman has no family and lives by hethlelf.

homemaker Service
January, 1967
41,
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Case Froblei
Jones, John and Jane
Northwest Washington

(N)

662-0000

Peggy 13

9 - 3

Jack
Mary

9"

In school
9 ..12
6 "
tr
7 w

9

hose for lunch

Michael 4 Im Mcbool

I,
It

3

Mrs. J. is entering the Hospital to have a ccmplete
hystercetomy. Knowing she would be in the hospital 2 meeks and,
home recuperatinpanother 4-6 weeks, she was reluclant to be
hospitalised because her son, Jack, who has been under psychiatric
Care. shortly will be admitted to a psychic is residential
treatment home. He nos been a fire-setter a d recently he burned
himself so badly he needed hospitalisation.
t that time plans for
1114 treatment in a residential center were f
Died.
Mr. II Mrs. J. have agreed to this.
In addition to the above difficulties,'there are severe
'financial problems atid Mr. J. 'is planning to declare himself
bankrupt, Mr. J. is not' this father of Jack or the two older
children. We weren't told how he acts toward then. He works
two different jobs and rarely is home soithis nay be a problem.
Peggy is very helpful and responsible. She and the boys care
for their own rocas and have assigned dUtles. Homemaker is to
4
supervise their work.
Other Agencies: Children Hospital Psychiatric Clinic,' Child
Welfare Division, Legal Aid Society, Family
and Child Services, Residential Treatment,
Center, and the social worker at the hospital.

Assignment - daily 'a - 4, Pecgy to relieve Homemaker. Friends
will come in for supper time and get children to bed.
Duties:
1.
Prepare breakfast, lunch, forward dinner.
2. Get children off to school. Supervise Michael in p.m.

Lighthouse - keeping and ironing

3.
4,
5.
6,

Prepare marketing list for ni. J.
Supervise children's tasks,
Observe Jack.

1.

Help Mr. J. maintain the family unit while Mrs. J.
is in the hospital.
2, Observe Jack's behavior with other people so other
agencies working with family can clarify' problems.
3. Assist Mrs. J. until she can take over her
resPV0s1bilities as wife and mother.
sti

1,

1.

2.

3.
4.
S.

6.

7,

How do you feel about Jack4problen?
What would you do if he set a fire just before you
-arrived in the home?
-How'would you introduce yourself to the children?
what would you do first? How would you organise
your day?
When Mrs. J. returns frail the hospital, what would
you do for and with her?
What thinge_would you observe and report to your
.1k
Supervisor?
What ki,ds of. notes would you keep?
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Case Problem

Smith, Ray (66) 4 Mary
Southeast, WashingtOn

(57)

Mrs. S. has severe oiieo-aithritis which has affected her
hands, arms, legs and feet. She is almost completely bed - ridden,
cannot cook or wait on -her -self because sherhas no strength ,in
her hands. She is demagding, rude to people (particulaly_relativies)
who do not do what she wants them to do immediately:
Rs an
intelligent woman, a former nurse, and quite discouraged and,
depressed over the fact that her condition is becoming progressively worse instead of improving.
Irs. Sis'onl,floutlet is a
small dog'who gets very excited and barks excessively at strangers.
She is now awaiting surgery which may relieve her pain.

Mr. S.; although over retirement age, is cOntinueing to work /
because of their on-ooing midicai costs. His hours: are long as he
must travel completely across%the city to his work. He seems
understandinre 9f his wife's condition and determined.to care for
her as long as he is able. He, has not.accepted a referral to an
agency which could help him make needed long-range plans foi his
wife.
Only relatives are a married daughter in Wisconsin and Mrs. S's
sister who works and cannot help during the.day. She tends td
avoid Mrs. S. because of quarreling.

Other Agencies - Visiting Nurse comes in oe a week to give
Mrs. S. hormone injections.
Assignment - daily 1 - 4 p.m.
Duties:
1.
Give Mrs. S. her lunch
2:0 Tidy 1 room, kitchen and bath use vacuum when
necessary)
4
3.
Ironing
4. Forward dinner, If irs. to wants to eat dinner, give'
it to her before leaving.
5.
Change bed when necessary
6.
Talk to Mrs. S. about current events, menu,planning,
her illness, etc.
Goals:

1.

2.
.

Ji

To make 1rd. S. comfortable and to help her to think
less about hergelf.
-'
Supervisor to - explore long plans for Ire. S's care.
.

t..\.

Questions:

,.

1.

What picture do you havie of
expect her to treat you/.

2.

How will you introduee,,rself to Mfs.*S. and
her don?
What will you do first? In wbat ord i' will the
other responsibilities bt done?
What mil] yqp observe about Mrs. Sr.
d her needs?
What will you plan toereport to Supervisor?

How do you

Irs.- S.?

.

3.

4.
S.

'

Case Problem

Williams, Wm & Ruth (34)
South Arlington, Virginia
Pamela

9,, ,-

Jim

in sevol'
N

,'Michael 7

6

11

S-0000
rettliF les

4

Botibie

3

Judy 7 months

`Betsy

,1

Ars. W. had a hysterectomy 4 months ago, After hir surgeryshi,was not able to urinate so she came home wearing a catheter
and retention bag which was strapped to her leg. She was sent
to a specialist and on the way to his office there was an auto
accident j.nwhich Mrs. W. received a severe whip lash.--An
orthonedist treated her and required that she wear a neck and
collar brace until her neckpluscles return. to normal. While
in the brace she has been going for treatment to the urologist
but still hasn't been able to urinate. Ars. W. has been under
*extreme ilressure, is de)ressed, worried and fearful because she
. isot able to give her children ,roper care. Naturally, her
condition is upselting her as she cannot always go for scheduled
treatments becasue she hat no one-to care for the children in heir
absence. The doctor wanted her to rest for 2 hours every after.noon and "not become nervous".
,

Mr. W. works long: hours and tra vels all over the metropolitan
area so Ne is not readily available to helm, his wife without
having his income affected.' He seems to be a res-vinsible husband
and father,
.

Aoencies: None except Mri, W's doctors.
Astionments:
daily 8:30
4:30
1.
Help with care" of children
2. Relieve Mrs. W. so she cm: rest. :
3. Supervise children vOlile she goes for appOintmen
4. Help with or nrepard meals.
S.- Laundry and ironing
6,
Licht house-keeping
.

Goals; 1.
a.

Questions:

Assist Ors. W. until, her health is restored.
Work with the children so they upset their mother AS
little as poi:sib's.
1.

2.
3.
4.
S.

6.

How would you a, 'roach Mrs & W. ?
Her children?
Homitioule you plan to organise your day?
What will you do when Mrs. W. gets nervous and/Or
tearful?
flow Mould you plan to keep everything as calm as
possible?
What observations will be helpful' to your
.#
upervisor?
Can you anticipate wAys your Supervisor might help
you?

.1*
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